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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
At no time in the history of agriculture in the
United States has more attention been drawn to the cooperative
agricultural organizations than during the past two years.
Unquestionably, this has been due to the activities of the
Federal Farm Board, an agency created by Congress under the
provisions of the Agricultural Marketing Act of June 15,
1929, "to protect, control, and stabilize the currents of
interstate and foreign commerce in the marketing of agricul-
tural commodities and their food products," The Farm Board
has persistently held, among other things, that through a
system of effective producer-owned and producer-controlled
cooperative associations the conditions of our present
agriculture can be considerably improved. Since the Act
provided the Board with a revolving fund of $500,000,000
from which it might make loans to soundly organized co-
operative associations, a new aspect in the cooperative
movement has appeared.
In view of the increasing significance of the
cooperative movement, this study of the cooperative agri-
cultural organizations in Massachusetts has been prepared.
The aim of the writer has been to present a descriptive
analysis of cooperative activity in the state during 1929,
or the nearest corresponding fiscal year, from various
-s
The forms used in the field work consisted of a
general questionnaire, balance sheets and operating state-
ments, and a questionnaire which analyzed the balance sheet
items* In each association, the manager or treasurer v/aB
asked detailed questions concerning the officials, members,
methods of doing business, the type of business, and business
policies. The balance sheets and operating statements were
prepared, in most cases, directly from the financial records
by the writer. Although the balance sheet form was the same
for all organizations, different forms of operating state-
ments were used for different types of associations. Thus,
the material which is presented in the following chapters is
based upon the data secured at first hand from each co-
operative.
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Chapter II
TYPES OP COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS IN
MASSACHUSETTS
Cooperative agricultural organizations may be
classified according to types of business, such as selling,
purchasing, purchasing and selling, grading, bargaining,
and service associations. At least one active association
which exemplifies each of the foregoing types exists in
Massachusetts
•
Selling Associations
Of the selling organizations, the most numerous
are the cooperative city dairies which have been organized
by the farmers in the territory surrounding Brockton, Marl-
boro, New Bedford, Springfield, Westfield and Holyoke. The
United Dairy System, with headquarters in Springfield, has
branch outlets in Worcester and Northampton. All of the
associations center their activities on the fluid milk and
cream business, but in three cases the manufacture of ice
cream is also carried on to an appreciable extent. Although
the marketing of the milk and cream is the principal function
of the cooperative dairy, numerous other services must be
performed before the milk or cream is ready for sale. The
raw milk is delivered to the plant either by the patrons or
by hired truckmen who pick up the milk along a definite
route. It is tested and pasteurized, and, from part of it,
the cream may be separated. Bottling is the final process
before the milk is ready for distribution or sale. Thus,
cooperative activity begins with the delivery of the raw
milk to the plant for processing and bottling and ends with
the final sale to consumers, retailers, or wholesalers.
In Massachusetts, only one creamery association
remains of the several which operated in the past. The
Gummington Cooperative Creamery Association has been active
since 1886, but because of the demand for fluid milk and the
improvement of roads is now declining. Cream is picked up
from about fifty patrons within a twelve-mile radius, and
is manufactured into a high quality butter. About 20 per
cent of the product is sold at retail and the remainder at
wholesale to dealers in Northampton and Holyoke.
The cooperative fruit marketing associations are
very few. The New England Cranberry Sales Company is an
old established organization which is pointed out as a model
by many writers. The organization is a unit of the American
Cranberry Exchange, and all sales of cranberries are made
through the "Exchange". Consequently, the principal function
of the Massachusetts organization is that of assembling or
concentrating the product in preparation for sale. The
association maintains four packing plants to provide screen-
ing and packing facilities for small growers. Besides pro-
viding grading, packing, and storing services, the organization
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inspects the product in order to keep up standards which
have been established*
Instead of selling the apples of its patrons direct-
ly, the Uashoba Apple Packing Association appoints a selling
agent to find a market for the fruit, \s the name implies,
the cooperative activity involves the packing of apples ac-
cording to definite grades at the association's packing
plants in three different localities. The storage facilities
controlled by the organization enable the association to keep
the crop off the market when prices are not favorable.
The principal function of the Massachusetts Duck
Growers* Association is the selling of dressed ducklings for
its members. A secondary service is that of storing the
ducklings which have not been sold each day. By keeping the
members posted as to what grades are in demand or preferred
by the "trade", the management practically arranges for
orderly shipments so that the best possible returns may be
secured. The association has its headquarters in the heart
of the Boston market district and is in close contact with
the wholesale and larger retail establishments.
Yhe Franklin County Sheep Breeders' Association
at Shelburne Falls represents the one organized group of
local wool growers in Massachusetts. The principal functions
performed by the association in handling the wool for the
patrons are the assembling of the produce at a temporary
-7-
warehouse, the sacking of the fleece, and finally, the sell-
ing of the wool to a wholesale dealer*
An interesting selling association is the Women*
s
Marketing Association of Berkshire County, This organization
is concerned with the sale of home-made preserves, jellies,
jams, and other forms of canned fruits and vegetables. All
of the products marketed by the members through the associa-
tion must be prepared according to definite standards. The
products of the association have become widely known for their
quality because the standards have been strictly adhered to.
Purchasing Associations
The cooperative purchasing associations include
both the local farmers* exchanges and the Eastern States
Farmers* Exchange. There are more of these associations in
Massachusetts than any other type, and the number of co-
operative purchasing units scattered over the state shows
that the organizers have recognized the value of collective
purchasing in getting quality supplies at reduced cost.
Purchasing associations may be subdivided into
those which engage entirely or principally in a feed business,
those which primarily deal with fertilizers, those handling
packing supplies, and those which run a general supply business.
Of the fourteen local associations doing a strictly purchasing
business, four own or rent warehouses to store supplies handled
-8-
by them, one association has space only for the smaller
package merchandise, and nine depend upon car-door sales.
The Middlesex County Farm Bureau, which does a car-door
business on bulky supplies like feeds, fertilizers, lime,
and seed potatoes, but keeps stocks of smaller miscellaneous
supplies on hand, has a stock room in the same building which
houses the office, however, limited space does not permit
the keeping of too large a stock of the miscellaneous items.
The Eastern States Farmers' Exchange, with head-
quarters in West Springfield is a large scale purchasing
association whose operations extend into eleven states. The
Eastern States Milling Corporation at Buffalo, New York is
a direct subsidiary. Although the principal function of
the "Exchange" is the purchase of feeds, fertilizers, and
seeds, the milling operations of the subsidiary corporation
are very important since the high quality of the feeds is
assured through this connection* The Eastern States Farmers'
Exchange serves its members through local agents who arrange
with the members in definite local areas for collective
carlot purchases. The local agent is paid a flat rate com-
mission and takes care of the orders, financing, unloading
and related details. In most cases, sales are made and the
supplies delivered at the car door. Although the transac-
tions between the "Exchange" and the local agents are on a
cash basis, many of the agents sell to members on credit.
The credit transactions, however, are strictly between members
and agent, and if any losses arise due to credit sales, the
agent suffers. The field service of the "Exchange" informs
the agents of nev/ developments in the central organization
and keeps in touch with developments in the field. The field
service also straightens out irregularities which arise from
time to time. A more direct service to the members is found
in the "Eastern States Gooperator" , the organization's publi-
cation. From an educational standpoint, it is helpful in
disseminating practical information relating to farm practices
Selling and Purchasing Associations
In addition to the strictly selling or strictly
purchasing associations, there is also in Massachusetts the
dual purpose type of cooperative organization. It is organ-
ized chiefly for selling fruits or vegetables, and, incidental
ly, for purchasing farm supplies.
The marketing of blueberries for the patrons is
the principal activity of the United Cooperative Farmers
in Fitchburg. The association also has a warehouse for hand-
ling supplies which are mostly feed grains. The Supply
business is carried on much like that of the purchasing asso-
ciations with rented facilities which have been mentioned
previously.
The Cape Cod Strawberry Growers' Association is
organized principally for marketing berries, and secondarily,
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for purchasing fertilizers and miscellaneous packing supplies.
A marketing agreement is drawn up each year between the
association and a commission house in Boston by which the
Boston house acts as sole sales agent for the association*
The selling agent is called upon, first, to finance the pur-
chase of and, second, to cause to be delivered to the asso-
ciation the packing supplies (crates and baskets) just prior
to the strawberry season. An arrangement is made with a
local bank to finance the purchase of the fertilizer. The
commission house uses the first returns from strawberry sales
to credit the association's packing supply account. The
balance is remitted to the bank in Falmouth which in turn
deducts an amount to credit the fertilizer account.
The Farmers * Cooperative Trading Association of
Hubbardston is primarily a purchasing association, but ap-
proximately 10 per cent of its business comes from the
marketing of strawberries. The purchasing business is con-
ducted on the car-door plan; however, the manager keeps a
small stock of grain on his own premises to accommodate
patrons who run short before the next carload is due. The
strawberries are trucked to Worcester by the manager and
sold through commission dealers.
The Eastham Farmers* Association, chiefly a market-
ing association for the handling of turnips and asparagus,
purchases incidental packing supplies as an accommodation to
-li-
the members. The products are sold by grades to wholesalers
and some retailers. The association manager checks up period-
ically on the grading which is done by the individual member.
For the asparagus pack, the organization provides a branded
label to identify the product to the buyers.
Grading Associations
The grading ot "Massachusetts" type of association
is exemplified by the Middlesex Asparagus Growers* Association
and the liansfield Cucumber Growers* Association. iJo financial
dealings are transacted betv/een the association as such and
the selling agents. The functions performed by a cooperative
association of this type include the selection of a definite
sales agency through which the members must market the product
or products to insure uniform methods of sale, and the enforce-
ment of the use of definite standards in grading so that an
association label or a praticular brand name may be affixed
to the package for special identification in the market. All
shipments to the designated selling agent or commission house
are received as individual accounts, and individual payments
are made to the members. The functions of the "Massachusetts"
type of cooperative association are based on two principal
observations. First, by concentrating the sale of the product
through one selling agent, harmful competition is lessened.
Second, a normal tendency among buyers is to select a standar-
dized product of known quality.
-12-
Bargaining Associations
The one bargaining association v/ith headquarters
in Massachusetts is the New England Milk Producers' Associa-
tion, Its membership includes dairy farmers in each of the
New England States and eastern New York. Similar to the
"Massachusetts" type of cooperative, the New England Milk
Producers' Association does not handle the physical product
at any time but acts as an agent in making a price for the
milk and cream shipped by its patrons to the milk dealers.
However, unlike tie previous type of organization, the New
England Milk Producers' Association makes a per unit charge
on all sales of the product. As reported officially by the
association, its services include "negotiating prices, terms,
conditions, under which milk of the members of the association
will be sold; selling milk of members without a market outlet
for their production; verifying and checking methods employed
by dealers in weighing milk delivered by members; checking and
verifying accuracy of v/eights of milk delivered at dealers'
plants; verifying and checking tests of milk and cream de-
livered by members at dealers' plants; acting as adviser and
liaison between Boards of Health and producers in meeting
Board of Health regulations; working with Boards of Health
relative to health requirements, and assisting members in
producing quality products." In operation, the New England
Milk Producers* Association represents collective action in
-13-
bargaining, and its influence in price negotiations with the
efficient dealers who purchase the product of the patrons is
much greater than that of the individual dairy farmer.
Service Associations
A final type of cooperative associations will be
called service associations. Only two have been considered
in this study but several more exist. The Lawrence Market
Gardeners* Association leases cooperatively a plot of land
on which stalls are erected bo that each member may sell
his own produce on his own account. The Berkshire County
Vegetable Growers* Association operates on a similar plan
except that the land is furnished the association for a
rental of one dollar per year. All the expenses of renting
and carting of tables and of other incidentals are paid by
the association. Several cow test associations exist in
Massachusetts but have been omitted in this study.
14-
Chapter III
LEGAL STATUS
In his book "The Legal Status of Agricultural
Cooperation" * Doctor B. G. Nourse credits Massachusetts
with bringing out in 1866 the second cooperative law in
the United States. Michigan, in 1865, enacted the first
cooperative law which authorized the formation of mechanics'
and laboring men's cooperative associations. However, it
was not until 1875 that the Michigan act was amended to
include agricultural and horticultural organizations. On
the other hand, the Massachusetts act of 1866 specifically
allowed the association of seven or more persons "for carry-
ing on any lawful mechanical, manufacturing, or agricultural
business within the state Consequently, Massachusetts
should be recognized as the first state to enact a law
governing the organization and operation of cooperative
agricultural organizations. As Doctor Nourse points out,
the Tassachusetts law was used as a pattern by several other
states. The special features of this early act are cited
in full:
"Section 1. Seven or more persons of lawful age, in-
habitants of this state, may, by written articles of agreement,
associate themselves together for the purpose of trade, or
for carrying on any lawful mechanical, manufacturing, or
agricultural business within this state, and when such
* Page 40.
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articles of association shall have been executed and recorded
in the office of the clerk of the city or town in which the
business is to be carried on, such persons shall be and be-
come a corporation, and enjoy all the powers and privileges,
and be subject to all the duties, restrictions, and liabil-
ities set forth in all general laws in relation to similar
corporations, except so far as the same may be limited or
enlarged by this act.
"Section 5, The amount of capital stock of such associa-
tion shall be fixed and limited in its articles of association,
and may be any sum not exceeding fifty thousand dollars. The
association may increase or diminish its amount, and its
number of shares at any meeting of its stockholders
"Section 7. Such association may take, hold and convey
such real and personal estate as is necessary for the purpose
of its organization, and may sue and be sued in its associate
name, and no member thereof shall be entitled to hold or
claim any interest therein exceeding the sum of one thousand
dollars, nor shall any member, upon any subject, be entitled
to more than one vote.
"Section 8. No certificate of shares shall be issued
to any person until the full amount thereof shall have been
paid in cash. No person shall be allowed to become a share-
holder in such association except by the consent of the
managers of the same ———
—
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"Section 11. Ho shareholder shall be personally liable
for any debt of the association after the full amount of the
capital stock is paid in and certificate issued therefor.
"Section 12. There shall be such distribution of the
profits or earnings of such association among the workmen,
purchasers, and stockholders, as shall be described by the
by-laws, at such time therein prescribed, and as often at
least as once in twelve months. Provided: That no distribu-
tion shall be declared and paid until a sum equal, at least,
to ten per cent of the net profits shall be appropriated for
a contingent or sinking fund, until there shall have accumu-
lated a sum equal to thirty per cent in excess of such capital
stock"
•
Since 1866, many modifications and amendments have
affected the original Massachusetts act, and the more impor-
tant changes will be dealt with forthwith.
Chapter 274 of the General Acts of 1870 specified
that capital stock of a cooperative organization may not be
less than one thousand dollars nor more than fifty thousand
dollars. With this statement, a high and low limit was set
on the amount of capital stock which might legally be issued
by a cooperative association. It will be noticed that the
1866 act had only a high limit.
The 1870 act stipulated also that associations
organized under the cooperative provisions of the corporation
-17-
laws must include the word "cooperative" in their names.
Chapter 210 of the General Acts of 1879 raised
the high limit on the amount of capital that might be issued
by cooperative associations from fifty thousand dollars to
one hundred thousand dollars. This change made possible
the existence of larger cooperative associations.
Chapter 447 of the General Acts of 1913 is entitled
"An Act relative to the incorporation and management of co-
operative associations with a capital stock not exceeding ten
thousand dollars." As the title implies, this act applied to
associations with a comparatively small amount of capital
stock. Hot more than four hundred dollars worth of capital
stock could be issued to a member. A limitation of five per
cent for dividends on capital stock is made in this act.
Then again, a patronage dividend on the purchases of share-
holders is provided for.
Chapter 118 of the General Acts of 1915 amended
Chapter 447 of the Acts of 1913 to include cooperative
associations with capital stock issues varying from one
hundred dollars to one hundred thousand dollars. It also
stipulated that not more than one tenth of the capital stock
issued and outstanding might be held by one stockholder.
The 1915 Act made some important changes in earlier
provisions concerning patronage dividends. "In productive
corporations like creameries, canneries, storages, and the
18-
like, dividends shall be calculated on raw material delivered
to the corporation instead of on goods purchased. If the
corporation be both a purchasing and a selling, or a produc-
tive concern, the dividends may be on both raw materials and
on goods purchased." This act further restricted the use of
the word "cooperative" in the name of an organization to the
non-profit type only.
Chapter 297 of the Acts of 1921 raised the high
limit on capital stock issues of cooperatives from one
hundred thousand dollars to two hundred thousand dollars.
The last modification to date of the cooperative
laws of Massachusetts appeared in Chapter 438 of the General
Acts of 1923. It was in reality an addition to the then
existing law, since it provided for the incorporation of
agri cultural and other cooperative corporations without
capital stock. All previous acts concerned the incorporation
and management of cooperatives with capital stock. At the
present time, Chapter 157 of the General Laws, including the
amendments thereto, is known as the cooperative law -- and
provision is made therein for both stock and non-stock
associations. This act is set forth in full:
-19-
Co-operative Business Corporations.
(Chapter 157, General Laws, Massachusetts)
Section 1. A corporation may be organized under chapters
one hundred and fifty-fire and one hundred and fifty-six,
v/ith shares having par value, for the purpose of co-opera-
tion in carrying on any business and of co-operative trade.
Section 2. Such corporation shall distribute its earnings
or profits among its workmen, purchasers and stockholders
at such times and in such manner as its by-laws prescribe,
but at least once in every twelve months. No distribution
shall be made, unless at least ten per cent of the net profits
have been appropriated for a contingent or sinking fund,
until an amount has accumulated equal to thirty per cent
of its capital stock issued and outstanding. Ho person
shall hold shares in any such corporation to an amount ex-
ceeding one thousand dollars at their par value, nor shall
a stockholder be entitled to more than one vote upon any
subject.
Co-operative Agricultural, Dairy or Mercantile
Associations.
Section 3. Seven or more persons, residents of the common-
wealth, may associate themselves as a corporation, association,
society, company or exchange, to conduct within the common-
wealth any agricultural, dairy or mercantile business on the
co-operative plan. The word "co-operative" shall form a
part of the name of the corporation, and, for the purposes
of this and the six following sections, the words "association",
"company", "exchange", "society" and "union", shall have the
same signification and shall import a corporation. The cor-
poration shall be formed as provided in chapters one hundred
and fifty-five and one hundred and fifty-six, with shares
having par value, and shall be subject to the provisions
thereof so far as consistent with said sections.
Section 4. The capital stock of a co-operative corporation
formed under section three shall not be less than one hundred
dollars nor more than two hundred thousand dollars. No
stockholder shall own shares of a greater par value than one
tenth of the total par value of the capital stock, nor shall
any member be entitled to more than one vote on any subject
arising in the management of the corporation.
Section 5. At any regular meeting, or at any duly called
special meeting, at which a majority of its stockholders are
present, a corporation formed under section three may author-
ize the investment of its reserve fund or any part thereof,
-20-
first, in the building where it is doing business, or,
second, in a first mortgage of real estate owned and occupied
as a dwelling by any of its stockholders.
Section 6. The directors of every corporation formed under
section three shall apportion its earnings in the following
manner:
1. They shall set aside annually not less than ten
per cent of its net profits for a reserve fund until there
is accumulated in said reserve fund an amount not less than
thirty per cent of its paid-up capital stock.
2. They shall declare and pay dividends on the paid-up
capital stock not exceeding five per cent per annum.
3. From the balance of its annual net earnings the
directors may appropriate a sum not exceeding five per cent
thereof to be used in teaching cooperation.
4. The directors shall distribute the remainder of such
earnings or any part thereof by a uniform dividend upon the
amount of purchases or sales of shareholders, through the
corporation, and, if the directors so vote, upon the amount
of wages earned and paid to employees, except that in the
case of a purchaser not a shareholder, who desires to become
such, a dividend of one half the uniform dividend may be
declared upon such non-shareholder's purchases or sales and
credited to him on account of the purchase of stock for which
he may subscribe. In productive corporations, including
creameries, canneries, storages, factories and the like,
dividends shall be calculated on raw material delivered to
the corporation instead of on goods purchased. If the cor-
poration be both a purchasing and a selling, or a productive,
concern, the dividends may be on both raw material and on
goods purchased. The profits or net earnings of such cor-
poration shall be distributed to those entitled thereto at
such times as the by-laws prescribe, but at least once in
every twelve months.
Section 7. Any co-operative association now organized by
law in the commonwealth for any of the purposes mentioned
in section three, and qualified so to do, may by a majority
vote of the stockholders at a meeting called therefor vote
to accept sections three to seven, inclusive, and shall
thereupon present to the commissioner of corporations and
taxation a certificate, signed and sworn to by its clerk
or secretary, setting forth a copy of said vote, the date
when passed, and such further evidence as the commissioner
may require of its legal existence and of its intention to
accept said sections. The commissioner shall examine the
certificate and evidence of organization, and, if it appears
that the law has been complied with, shall so certify, and
shall approve the certificate by his endorsement thereon,
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and thereupon such corporation shall have the powers and
privileges and be subject to the duties and liabilities
of corporations formed under section three. Upon the pay-
ment of one dollar, said certificate shall be filed in the
office of the state secretary, who shall cause it and the
endorsement thereon to be recorded.
Section 8. Any person, partnership, association or cor-
poration, domestic or foreign, except co-operative banks
and corporations organized under section ten, transacting
business for profit in the commonwealth under any name or
title containing the word "co-operative", unless the net
earnings thereof are distributed in a manner permitted for
a co-operative corporation by this chapter, shall forfeit
to the commonwealth not more than ten dollars for every day
or part thereof during which such name or title is so used,
Such forfeiture may be recovered by an information brought
in the supreme judicial or superior court by the attorney
general, at the relation of the commissioner of corporations
and taxation* Upon such information, the court may issue a
temporary or permanent injunction restraining such person,
partnership, association or corporation from doing business
in the commonwealth, or from so using such name or title,
and may make such other orders and decrees as justice and
equity may require.
Section 9. The fee for filing and recording the articles
of organization required by section three, including the
issuing by the state secretary of the certificate of in-
corporation, shall be one twentieth of one per cent of the
total amount of the authorized capital stock as fixed by the
articles of organization, but in no case less than five
dollars.
Agricultural and Other Go-operative Corporations
V/ithout Capital Stock.
Section 10. Agricultural and horticultural associations
engaged in any branch of agriculture, horticulture, viticul-
ture, forestry, dairying, the raising of livestock or poultry
and any other farming activity or business, if instituted for
the mutual benefit of their members and formed for the pur-
pose of doing business without profit to the association
itself may be incorporated v/ithout capital stock. Such cor-
porations shall be formed in the manner provided by chapters
one hundred and fifty-five and one hundred and fifty-six
and shall be subject to the provisions of daid chapters, so
far as applicable. Members of corporations so organized
shall have the rights and powers and be subject to the duties
and liabilities of stockholders of corporations having capita.
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under the provisions of said chapters, so far as is consistent
with this and the eight following sections.
Section 11. Any corporation organized under the preceding
section shall have power to mortgage or pledge its real or
personal property and to issue promissory notes or other
evidences of indebtedness. Such corporation shall also have
power to establish reserves and invest the funds thereof in
such manner as it may deem advisable or as may be provided
in its by-laws; and to exercise all other powers, rights and
privileges necessary or incidental to the purposes for which
said corporation was organized or to the activities in which
it is engaged; provided, however, that no such corporation
shall handle the products of any non-member, except for
storage.
Section 12. The first meeting of the corporation shall be
held within six months after the execution of the agreement
of association. If the directors of the corporation have
been previously chosen in anticipation of its organization,
or in connection with a plan for preliminary organization,
or in accordance with contracts made in anticipation of such
organization, such choice of directors shall be ratified at
said meeting* Elections of directors shall thereafter be
governed by section twenty-two of chapter one hundred and
fifty-six, except as provided in the following section.
oeotion 13. In addition to the powers gran+ed by section
thirteen of chapter one hundred and fiftv-six, any corpora-
tion organized under section ten may provide in its by-laws
for the election of directors by districts; for the election
of advisory directors who are not -members, the number of
whom shall not be greater than one fifty the total number
of directors; for voting of members by mail in elections and
on questions concerning the operation and business of the
corporation; for the admission, withdrawal, suspension or
expulsion of members; for dues and assessments to be paid
by members and the conditions under which such dues and
assessments shall be imposed and collected; for determining
the rights and interests of members in the property of the
corporation, whether equal or unequal; for establishing the
basis of voting by the members, especially whether the votes
of all members shall be equal, or in proportion to the land
area leased or used by each member for production of the
products handled by the corporation, or in proportion to the
quantity of such products delivered by each member to the
corporation during the preceding year; for an approved or
established form of marketing contract; and for fines or
other penalties for violation of its by-laws or marketing
contract. 2Io by-law shall be amended or repealed nor any
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new by-law adopted, unless notice of the proposed action is
given in the call for the meeting at which the proposal is
to be considered, or in the call for the vote if the vote
is to be taken by mail.
Section 14. Membership in such corporations shall be limited
to persons engaged in the production of products which are
handled or to be handled by the corporation, as specified in
its articles of organization, including the lessees or ten-
ants of land used for the production of such products and
lessors or landlords to whom are due all or any part of such
products produced on leased or rented premises in payment for
the use of such premises. If a member is a corporation, it
may be represented by any officer thereof, duly authorized
in writing*
Section 15. Any such corporation may amend or alter its
agreement of association or articles of organization in the
wanner provided by sections forty-one to forty-three, in-
clusive, of chapter one hundred and fifty-six, so far as
applicable; provided, that such amendment or alteration
shall require a vote of three fourths of the members present
and voting at a meeting of the corporation called to consider
such amendment or alteration, or if the vote upon such amend-
ment or alteration is taken by mail, by vote of three fourths
of the members who return votes* A vote by mail upon such
amendment or alteration shall not be valid unless votes
are returned by at least three fifths of the members of
the corporation.
Section 16. Any such corporation may enter into marketing
contracts with its members by which the members shall agree
to sell, for any period of time not exceeding ten years,
all or any specified part of their products or of certain
specified products exclusively to or through the corporation
or any agency designated by it. If such contract provides
for a sale to the corporation, title to the products covered
thereby shall pass to the corporation absolutely, except
for recorded liens, upon delivery or at any other time
specified in said contract, if expressly so agreed therein.
Any such contract may, however, provide for sale by the
corporation of the products of its members with or without
acquisition of title to such products by the corporation
and may further provide that the corporation shall pay over
to the members the resale price after deducting all necessary
expenses including any allowances, contributions or deduc-
tions authorized by its by-laws or by the contract itself.
Such contract shall hot be construed as a violation of any
provision of sections one to seven, inclusive, of chapter
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ninety-three, unless it results in an undue enhancement of
the price of the product to which the contract applies,
nor shall any corporation organized under section ten be
liable to prosecution for any action reasonable and proper
in the exercise of the rights and powers conferred by
sections ten to nineteen, inclusive.
Section 17. The marketing contract may fix as liquidated
damages specific sums to be paid by a member upon breach
of the provisions of said contract requiring sale or de-
livery of products by the member exclusively to or through
the corporation or any agency designated by it, and such
provision shall be valid and enforceable in the courts of
the commonwealth. Any such corporation may be granted a
temporary or permanent injunction against a member for
breach or threatened breach of such contract with reference
to the said provisions for sale or delivery of products.
Section 18. A corporation organized under the provisions
of section ten, and any corporation, association or organi-
zation now or hereafter established, organized or chartered
without capital stock for a similar purpose under laws other
than those of this commonwealth, shall not be liable to
taxation under the provisions of chapter sixty- three, but
shall be taxable under the provisions of chapter fifty-nine,
in the same manner and to the same extent as an individual
or partnership. The fee for filing and recording the ar-
ticles of organization required by section ten, including
the issuing by the state secretary of the certificate of
incorporation, shall be fifty dollars*
Although Massachusetts has had laws concerning
the incorporation of cooperative associations since 1866,
several organizations have entered upon a legal existence
through the general business corporation laws of the past,
e.g., Chapter 437 of the Acts of 19o3, and Chapter 156 of
the present business corporation laws. Consequently the
associations which have organized under the provisions of
these laws must conform to the requirements like any ordinary
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business corporation, the Producers* Dairy Company of
Brockton, the Marlboro Dairy Company of Marlboro, the Farm-
ers* Dairy Company of New Bedford, the Holyoke Producers*
Dairy Company of Holyoke and the Cape Cod Strawberry Growers*
Association of Falmouth are organized in accordance with
these acts.
The Farmers* Cooperative Milk Exchange of Westfield
and the Farmers* Cooperative Sxchange of Framingham were
organized according to the general business corporation law
of 1903 and Chapter 118 of the Acts of 1915. The 1915 act
is stated as an amendment to the 1913 cooperative law.
The New England Milk Producers* Association, the
Eastern States Farmers' Exchange and the New England Cran-
berry Sales Company have secured their legal existence through
Chapter 437 of the Acts of 1903 and Chapter 224 of the Acts
of 1917. Since neither of these laws is a true cooperative
law, it was not necessary to use the word "cooperative" in
the names of these organizations.
section 1 of Chapter 224 reads "Agricultural or
horticultural organizations instituted for the purposes of
mutual help, may incorporate in the manner provided in
Chapter 437 of the Acts of 1903 and amendments thereof, and
shall be subject to the provisions of said chapter and
amendments thereof, provided, however, that if such a cor-
poration is formed for the purpose of doing business at
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coot for the benefit of its members, it shall not be required
to hare a capital stock*"
The legal status of the Gummington Cooperative
Creamery Association is traceable to Chapter 106 of the Public
statutes of 1882* This act served as a general corporation
act and made provision in tyro sections thereof for the dis-
tribution of profits and the limitation of investment by
members of cooperative associations.
Several Liassachusetts cooperative associations which
desired to obtain a legal existence but without organizing
with capital stock have resorted to Chapter 125 of the Revised
Laws of 1902 or Chapter 180 of the existing general statutes
relating to corporations* * In both acts the provision exists
that capital stock may or may not be issued* However, one
must make a very broad interpretation of the law in order to
conceive of a purchasing or selling association which has
sufficient cause to organize under the so called "charitable"
acts* The following statement from Chapter 180 supports
t*is contentions
Liuch corporation may be formed for any civic, educational,
charitable, benevolent or religious purpose; for the prosecu-
tion of any antiquarian, historical, literary, scientific,
medical, artistic, monumental or musical purpose; for estab-
lishing and maintaining libraries; for supporting any missionary
enterprise having for its object the dissemination of religious
or educational instruction in foreign countries; for promoting
V General Laws of 1920 - and amendments thereto*
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texaperance or morality in the Commonwealth; for encouraging
athletic exercises or yachting; for encouraging the raising
of choice breeds of domestic animals and poultry; for the
association and accommodation of societies of Free Masons,
Odd Fellows, Knights of Pythias or other charitable or social
bodies of a like character and purpose; for the establishment
and maintenance of places for reading rooms, libraries, or
social meetings; for establishing boards of trade, chambers
of commerce and bodies of like nature." ---- "for the purpose
of encouraging agriculture or horticulture; or for the purpose
of improving and ornamenting the streets and public squares
of any city or town
Among the cooperative organizations which have used
Chapter 125 of the Revised Laws or Chapter 180 of the exist-
ing Corporation Acts are the Middlesex County Farm Bureau,
the Sastham Farmers' Association, the Middlesex Asparagus
Growers' Association, the Norfolk County Poultry Association,
and the Lawrence Market Gardeners' Association.
Fourteen of the associations have organized under
the Cooperative Act of 1913 or under Chapter 157 and its
amendments. The list showing also date of organization
follows
:
Mansfield Cucumber Growers' Association 1928
Franklin County Sheep Breeders' Association 1919
Nashoba Apple Packing Association 1923
-28
Dighton Growers* Cooperative Association 1930
Falmouth Farmers* Cooperative Association 1930
United Cooperative Farmers 1928
Sssex County Cooperative Farming Association 1917
East Bridgewater Farmers' Cooperative Exchange 1917
Warren Farmers* Cooperative Exchange 1915
Hardwick Farmers* Cooperative Exchange 1914
Mundale Farmers* Exchange 1918
Wyben Farmers* Exchange 1918
Greenfield Farmers* Cooperative Exchange 1918
Farmers* Cooperative Trading Association of
Hubbardston 1927
By referring to the evolution of the Massachusetts
cooperative law, the organization date of each association
may be used as a guide in determining just what features of
the cooperative acts were in vogue at the particular time.
Among the seven unincorporated associations, the
Rehoboth Farmers' Association has been found to be organized
under a formal Declaration of Trust which is on file at the
Taunton city hall. Under the provisions of Chapter 539 of
the Acts of 1907, any unincorporated group of individuals
doing business in any Massachusetts town or city under a
name other than their own must file a statement to that
effect with the respective town or city clerk. Consequently,
the legal existence of these associations is recognized to
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some extBnt, However, the safeguards offered to a corporate
group are not available to the loose organization.
In the foregoing paragraphs, the various laws
have been considered under which the Massachusetts cooperative
associations have secured legal existence. Although many
organizations have made use of the general business corpora-
tion laws or the charitable corporation laws, it is interesting
to note that the largest number of associations have organized
themselves under the cooperative corporation acts.
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Chapter IV
TOTAL VOLUME OP BUSINESS
The volume of business carried on by all active
cooperative associations in Massachusetts during 1929 or
the corresponding period, if the fiscal year was other than
the calendar year, amounted to s !;54,756,856.14. It is im-
portant to note that this figure includes the total business
of the Eastern States Farmers* Exchange and also the .New
England Milk Producers' Association as shown in the following
tab le
.
Table 1 - Total Business of Cooperative Agricultural
Organizations in Massachusetts
1929
Products Marketed v 6,487,252.71
Supplies Purchased through
Local Associations 1,346,932.42
Supplies Purchased through
Eastern States Farmers* Exchange 11,922,671.01
Bargaining Activities of the Hew
England Milk Producers* Association
Total Business
35.000,000.00
$ 54,756,856.14
Gross sales of all local products marketed during
the particular period amounted to ;;6,487,252.71, excluding
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the value of the fluid milk and cream sold through the
bargaining activities of the ttew England Milk Producers*
Association. Since the total cash income from farm produc-
tion in Massachusetts for 1929 was #71,584,000.00, the
value of products handled by cooperative organizations was
equivalent to 9.1 per cent of the value of all Massachusetts
farm products.
Sales of Local Products
Dairy products, including fluid milk, cream, ice
cream, and butter, valued at $2,837,103.18 were processed
and handled by seven associations. The manufacture of ice
cream from surplus milk was carried on by three organizations
to the extent of £194,650.72* Individually, the ice cream
handled represented 18, 7, and 5 per cent respectively of
each organization^ total business. That the success of the
ice cream business in the three cases means a better average
return to the producers is well recognized in these associa-
tions. Although during seasons of flush production, the
management might declare a surplus rating for each producer
with a consequent lower return for all milk delivered to the
association above the producers rating or quota, the benefits
derived by the membership as a whole through the profits of
the ice cream business make up to a certain extent for the
low price received for the surplus milk. The butter making
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business was relatively small, and was carried on by one
organization to the amount of $17,278.47. Hot many years
ago its output reached a value of more than 0100,000.
However the fluid milk business has attracted many of the
former patrons in more recent years by the better average
return for the product.
Table 2 - Local Products Handled by Massachusetts
Cooperative Associations, 1929
Product l_ Value
Fluid Milk and Cream $ 2,625,173.99
Ice Cream 194,650.72
Butter 17,278.47
Apples 109,647.59
Blueberries 35,649.50
Cranberries 2,745,325.64
Strawberries 164,796.52
Asparagus 40,655 •29
Cucumbers (Greenhouse) 120,000.00
Tomatoes 8,021.58
Turnips 15,923.21
Poultry 405,265.55
Wool 2,540.24
Miscellaneous Products 2.324.41
Total | 6.487.252.71
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Table 3 - Values of Certain Massachusetts Farm Products and
Proportions Handled by Massachusetts
Cooperative Associations, 1929
*
1 t Per Cent
Product •• Total Values * •Handled by
Associations
Milk
•
•
•
• % 23,732,000.00 : 12.0
Apples (Commercial)
•
•
*
• 1,928,000.00 : 5.7
Cranberries
:
: 5,234,000.00 : 52.5
Strawberries
1
I 648,000.00 i 25.4
Asparagus
1
: 505,000.00 : 8.0
Greenhouse Products
•
•
: 5,537,000.00 : 2.2
V/OOl
t
s
t
25,000.00 X 10.0
X «
* U. S. D. A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Report on
Farm Value, Gross Income, and Cash Income from Farm
Production, Nov. 1930.
Fruits have been cooperatively handled during 1929
to the extent of $3,055,419.25 or 47.1 per cent of the total
volume of all local products handled by the Massachusetts
organizations. The cranberry business alone involved 89.9
per cent of the total for all fruits, and represents the
volume marketed through one organization, the IJew England
Cranberry Sales Company. The value of the strawberries
marketed during the same period totaled ,164,796.52, or slight-
ly over 2.5 per cent of the total value of products handled by
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the cooperative organizations. Compared with the total value
of fruits handled by the Massachusetts associations, the
strawberry business represented 5,4 per cent, /pples are
next in importance with a total value of $109, 647 ,59, This
represents the gross sales of one organization, the Nashoba
Apple Pecking Association. Percentually, apples represent
1,7 per cent of the total value of products marketed co-
operatively and 3,6 per cent of all fruits handled in this
manner*
In 1929, the value of blueberries marketed by the
United Cooperative Farmers, Inc. amounted to $35,649,50 or
slightly over one half of one per cent of all products
marketed cooperatively and 1.1 per cent of all fruits handled
in this manner. The results of the 1930 blueberry marketing
season were also available for this organization, and it is
interesting to note the remarkable increase in the value of
blueberries sold, which was #90,622.33 or about two and one
half times the volume of the previous season.
The cooperative marketing of poultry is next in
importance in volume of business with a total value of
^405,265.55. This figure represents 6.25 per cent of the
total value of all products marketed by the cooperative asso-
ciations. It is interesting to note that ducklings handled
by the Massachusetts Duck Growers* Association make up 95.6
the
per cent of /total volume of poultry marketed. The remainder
represents live poultry marketed through the United Cooperative
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Farmers, Inc.
The volume of vegetables handled cooperatively is
next in importance with a total value of $184,600,08, which
is about 2.9 per cent of all products marketed in this manner.
Cucumbers marketed by the members of the ManBfield Cucumber
Growers amounted to an estimated value of $120,000,00 or
65.0 per cent of the above total. Two associations handled
asparagus to the extent of $40,655.29. One association
handled turnips, the gross sales of which amounted to
s?15,923.21. A recently organized association marketed tomatoes
cooperatively to the extent of $8,021.58. The percentages
representing the importance of the last three vegetables are
22.0, 8.7, and 4.3 respectively.
The Franklin County Sheep Breeders* Association
handled wool for its members valued at $2,540.24. None of
the local wool is marketed through the recently organized
National Wool Marketing Corporation whose headquarters are
in Boston. This organization handled, during the 1930 season,
116,000,000 pounds of wool and 14,600,000 pounds of mohair
for its membership of 26 cooperative wool marketing associa-
tions •
Although the gross sales of the Women's Marketing
Association of Berkshire County amoOnted to the relatively
small total of ^2,324.41, it is significant that the members
averaged slightly over $100.00 each for the products prepared
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by them and sold through the association, which are usually
surplus fruits and vegetables from the farm.
Sales of Farm Supplies
Patrons of cooperative associations in Massachusetts
purchased during 1929 or the corresponding fiscal year sup-
plies valued at yl,346, 932. 42. This figure does not include
the business of the Eastern States Farmers' Exchange which
amounted to &ll f 922, 671.01 and which will be treated separate-
ly. Supplies handled by fourteen strictly purchasing associa-
tions amounted to vl, 280, 150.77. Seven purchasing and selling
associations carried supplies for their respective patrons
to the total of $66,781.65. With three of these seven asso-
ciations, however, the sales of supplies amounted to less
than 4 per cent of the total business done by each organiza-
tion. The supply business attributable to the remaining
four associations is 12.4 per cent, 14.7 per cent, 33.3 per
cent and 90.6 per cent of the total cooperative business
carried on by each respectively.
Grain and feed business was carried on by thirteen
local cooperative organizations amounting to vl, 003, 490 .80
or 74.5 per cent of the total volume of supplies handled by
all associations. Only three of the local strictly purchasing
associations carry grain exclusively. The combined volume of
business of the three for the 1929 period was $54,320.10.
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Table 4 - Value of Supplies Purchased for Members by
Twenty-one Massachusetts Cooperative Organizations
Grains and feed 01,003,490.80 74.5#
Fertilizers and lime 150,642,82 11.2#
Seeds 35,700.73 2.6^
Packing supplies and materials 28,845.91 2.1%
Spray and dust materials 21,084.75 1.6'fa
General merchandise (unclassified) 107.167.41 8.0.J
Total $1,346,932.42 100.
* Does not include Eastern States Farmers* Exchange.
Grains and feed were the principal or only commodities pur-
chased for the patrons of the Essex County Cooperative Farm-
ing Association, the East Bridgewater Farmers* Cooperative
Exchange, the Framingham Farmers* Cooperative Exchange, the
Rehoboth Farmers* Association, the Whitinsville Farmers*
Association, the Warren Farmers* Cooperative Exchange, the
Hardwick Farmers* Cooperative Exchange, the Farmers* Cooper-
ative Trading Association of Hubbardston, the Mundale Farmers*
Exchange, the Wyben Farmers* Exchange, the Greenfield Farmers*
Cooperative Exchange, and the United Cooperative Farmers.
Gross sales of fertilizers and lime by thirteen
cooperative purchasing associations totaled §150,642.82 or
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11.2 per cent of the figure covering all supplies sold
cooperatively. In only one case, fertilizer was the only
merchandise handled, and not more than one carload was
purchased for the patrons. Organizations which handled
fertilizers exclusively or principally for their patronage
included the Westboro Farmers* Association and the Orange
Farmers* Association.
Packing supplies and materials handled during
the period hy seven associations amounted to $28,845.91 or
2.1 per cent of the supply business of all associations, and
#1,444.76 worth represented the combined supply business of
two purchasing and selling associations. Packing supplies
were the principal type of merchandise carried for patrons
by the Middlesex Asparagus Growers* Association, the Mansfield
Quoumber Growers' Association, the Gape Cod Strawberry
Growers* Association, the Falmouth Farmers* Cooperative
Association, and the Sastham Farmers' Association.
Seven organizations handled seeds in addition to
grains and fertilizers, the value of which amounted to
,35,700.73 or 2.6 per cent of the supply business of all
associations.
Six cooperative associations carried spray and
dust materials to the extent of $21,084.75 or 1.6 per cent
of the combined volume for all supply associations. In no
case were these materials the only type of merchandise
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handled.
Unclassified or general merchandise, which might
include items such as fencing materials, trees and shrubs,
tires and tubes, motor oils and greases, paints, straw,
coal, cememt, brooder stoves, vaccines, rubber hose, and
other miscellaneous farm supplies, v/ere carried to some
extent by eight organizations to supplement the principal
items like grain or fertilizers. Sales of the foregoing
miscellaneous supplies amounted to $107,167.41 and repre-
sented 8.0 per cent of the total volume of purchases made
for patrons of the local associations. The Middlesex County
Farm Bureau handled a larger amount of general merchandise
than any other signle organization. In 1929, this associa-
tion handled ^54,182.89 worth, which amounted to over one
third of its total business. The sale of miscellaneous
items constituted the major portion of the Norfolk County
Poultry Association's business also, though to a much smaller
degree.
The business of the Eastern States Farmers * Ex-
change is treated separately because it is an interstate
organization and also because in volume of supplies purchased
for patrons, it surpasses the total volume of business of
the local purchasing associations by a very wide margin.
More specifically, the 1929 volume of business of the
'xchange was almost nine times the combined volume of the
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supply business carried on by all Massachusetts cooperative
agricultural associations. The remarkable growth of this
organization since 1918 when its business amounted to a
mere $200,000.00 is clearly shown in the following table.
Table - 5 Eastern States Farmers 1 Exchange
t Growth in Tonnage
Year ? of Commodities
t Distributed.
: Growth in Value
• Ol UuUJUIOUlbXCi}
: Distributed.
1918 4,290 : $ 197,287.
1919 i! 15,196 : 967,224.
1920 : 31,808 : 1,612,009.
1921 I 37,885 : 1,567,061.
j
1922
I
i 51,318 : 2,020,691.
1923 97,536 : 4,651,508.
1924 i 113,734 : 5,526,553.
1925 I 119,291 : 5,979,965.
1926 131,980 : 6,279,810.
1927 : 155,275 : 7,722,900.
1928 !
t
: 191,894 I 10,326,977.
1929 | 222,556
:
;
: 11,922,671.
If one may measure the satisfaction of the patrons of the
Eastern States Farmers * Exchange by the growth in volume of
business, the conclusions that may be drawn are that the
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patrons are very enthusiastic about the organization, and
that they have recognized it as a medium through which high
quality feeds, fertilizers, and seeds may be purchased more
economically than through other agencies*
Feeds and grains to the extent of 208,426 tons and
valued at ill, 143, 163. 55 made up 93 per cent of the total
value of supplies handled for the patrons of the "Exchange"
in 1929. Four per cent of the organization's business
involved 12,944 tons of fertilizer valued at §521,920.04,
Seeds to the extent of 2,363,235 pounds and valued at
§225,024.72 made up 2 per cent of the total volume of business
transacted. The remainder of the business, amounting to
1 per cent or $32,562.70, was concerned with paints and
sundries.
The 1929 distribution of the business of the
Eastern States Farmers* Exchange by states may be shown only
by tonnage of feeds and fertilizers, and pounds of seed
handled in each state in which the organization operated.
Values for these commodities by states were not available.
According to the figures shown in the table, it appears that
the Massachusetts membership leads in the purchases of
"Eastern States" grains and feeds, and fertilizers, and
holds second place in the volume of seeds purchased. On the
percentage basis, 31 per cent of the feeds and grains, 25.5
per cent of the fertilizers, and 20 per cent of the seed
handled by the Eastern States Fanners* Exchange were purchased
-42
by patrons in Massachusetts.
Table 6 m Eastern States Farmers* Exchange
Distribution of Business, 1929
State
; Feed
s (Tons)
1
: Seeds
: (Pounds)
s Fertilizer
: ( Tons
)
Maine : 14,086 t 308,103 : 818
New Hampshire l 15,040 : 158,714 l 1,084
Vermont 30,503 : 499,458 i 3,234
Massachusetts i 64,401 : 474,575 : 3,309
Rhode Island ! 7,191 1 69,451 I 419
Connecticut : 45,622 t 400,968 : 3,056
Pennsylvania s 17,336 : 331,588 s 407
Delaware l 10,892 : 87,107 : 515
Maryland 2,615 : 16,596 : 34
New York i 1 740 s 16,443 : 68
New Jersey t 232
Totals : 208,426 : 2,363,235 t 12^944
Bargaining
In considering the volume of business done by the
New England Milk Producers* Association, it is necessary to
remember that the organization itself does not physically
handle any products. Its source of income is primarily in
the commissions it receives from the members and non-members
-43-
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who market their milk subject to the rules and regulations
of the organization. According to the estimate of the
association, 950,000,000 pounds of milk and cream were sold
for §35,000,000 by these patrons during 1929. These figures
include milk and cream delivered to dealers doing business
with the association by members and non-members. To classify
the business of the ttew England Milk Producers 1 Association
by states involves many factors which vary among the states.
Therefore table 7, which is made up of estimated figures
furnished by officials of the association, should be considered
only a3 an indication of the distribution of the association's
business.
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Chapter V
MEMBERSHIP AND PATRONAGE
The total membership of the cooperative agricul-
tural associations in Massachusetts, exclusive of the New
England Milk Producers' Association and the Eastern States
Farmers* Exchange, is made up of 4,638 individuals. The
Massachusetts membership of the latter two associations
numbers 11,327, which, when added to the previous figure,
makes a grand total of 15,965 members* If one may use the
figure for number of farms as given in the 1930 Census for
Massachusetts (25,598) as an indicator of the number of
farmers in the state, it appears that 62 per cent of the
Massachusetts farmers are members of some cooperative or-
ganization. Lo .ever, due to the possibility of duplication
in membership lists in the various associations, the per-
centage must be considerably less. It is possible that a
farmer may be a member of two or three associations. Then
again, part-time farm operators, who are not listed as
farmers in the Census, probably make up a large number of
cooperative association members, \ccording to an estimate
made by Rozman in his study of part-time farming, * there
are about 60,000 such enterprises in Massachusetts.
„
Rozman, D. Part-time Farming in Massachusetts. Bui. 266
Mass. Exp. Station, 1930.
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Table 8 - Membership of Massachusetts Cooperative Organizations
Classified by Type of Association, 1929
Selling or Marketing 1,728
Purchasing 9,349
Selling and Purchasing 748
Massachusetts Type or Grading 47
Bargaining ** 3,983
Service no
Total all Types 15,965
* Includes 7,344 Massachusetts members of the Eastern
States Farmers * Exchange*
** Represents Massachusetts membership of the Hew England
Milk Producers* Association,
Patronage
Approximately 93 per cent of the 1929 business of
the Massachusetts cooperative associations, other than the
Eastern States Farmers' Exchange and the New England Milk
Producers* Association, originated with 3,797 member patrons
and 7 per cent was contributed by approximately 1,126 non-
member patrons. It is significant that the non-member patrons,
who make up 23 per cent of the total patrons, contributed
only 7 per cent of the total business. Thus, from the stand-
point of volume of business, one can say that the cooperative
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associations in Massachusetts are well supported by V eir
members. The New England Milk Producers' Association estima-
ted that 30 per cent of its business came from non-member
patronage. The Eastern States Farmers* Exchange does not
have any non-member business since all patrons automatically
become members upon making a purchase. Although the combined
membership lists of the organizations which operate wholly
within Massachusetts show a total of 4,638 members, 18 per
cent of this total represents non-participating members.
Twenty associations were patronized by 100 per cent of their
members, and the proportion of members who patronized the
remaining associations ranged from 28.5 per cent to 98.5
per cent.
The reasons for non-participation in the business
of the association are varied. In some cases the member has
given up his business temporarily or permanently, but has not
turned in his stock certificates. Other members might have
moved away from the locality in which the cooperative associa-
tion operates. \1though they might wish to turn in their
3tock, it is possible that their respective associations do
not care to buy the certificates. There are several instances
where the original member has died but the stock certificates
have been beoteathed to some young member of the family who has
no interest in the association other than the annual dividends.
The participating memberships of a few associations have
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probably dropped, also, due to dissatisfaction \7ith business
policies of the management or lack of interest on the part
of members.
Member Interest
Judging from the attendance at meetings during 1929,
it would seem that in most of the associations there has been
a decided lack of member interest. The following table
strengthens this view:
Table 9 - Average Attendance at Membership
Meetings, 1929
Per cent attendance number of associations
90.1 100.0 2
80.1 90.0 4
70.1 80.0 2
60.1 •* 70.0 4
50.1 60.0 4
40.1 50.0 — 5
30.1 40.0 4
20.1 mm 30.0 2
10.1 20.0 3
under 10.1 — 5
unavailable 3
Total associations 38
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One must not overlook certain factors which might
affect attendance at meetings but which do not necessarily-
mean that member spirit has lessened, weather, sickness,
temporary absence, or other important engagements may keep
a member from attending meetings although he may be keenly
interested in the association*
From another standpoint, associations with a small
membership can maintain member interest more easily than
an association with a large membership list. It is much
easier to get the small group together, since the area of
operations is ordinarily small. However, the large associa-
tion, with extensive operations in more than one state,
faces the problem of getting many individuals together from
varying distances. To some extent the very large association
meets this problem by setting up local associations or by
creating a field service.
Most of the associations hold membership meetings
from one to three times a year, but there are six associa-
tions which have from four to eighteen meetings in one year.
1 owever, frequency of meetings does not seem to have any
relationship to attendance as the following six cases
show:
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Association Frequency of Meetings Attendance
During 1929,
A 4 90.0 %
8 5 81.3 %
G 10 90.0 %
D 10 55.5 %
E 12 25.0 %
F 18 45.0 %
Several associations attempt to secure a good
attendance at the membership meetings by offering an induce-
ment. Refreshments and parties for the members and their
families are the usual means employed. Also, educational
meetings with outside speakers may be made part of the
regular meetings to attract the members.
Besides offering inducements to members in the
association to maintain goodwill and to secure attendance at
meetings, some of the associations extend additional services
which are in reality either inducements to prospective or
new members or methods used to meet competition. By addi-
tional services is meant those functions which are not in
the principal purposes of the organization. For instance,
one association found it necessary to arrange with a bank
to give its members first mortgage* on their properties as a
means of financing the individuals who needed the funds. If
tl e association did not choose to grant this additional
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service, a nearby competitor was ready to help out the
growers in order to insure himself of their patronage. In
two associations, supplies for the coming season are made
available at cost with no requirements for payment until
the crop is marketed. This service looks very attractive
to a prospective member and is indeed a decided help to
the grower.
Requirements for Membership
Requirements for membership in the Massachusetts
cooperative organizations are varied. However, on one or
two points it is found that most of the associations seem
to make similar demands upon their prospective members. In
the following paragraphs the different requirements are
considered and discussed*
Membership in twenty-seven associations is limited
to farmers only. In eight associations the memberships are
made up of farmers although no formal limitations are made
in the by-laws. One association allows its employees to
become members, but the patrons are all farmers. One is open
to any individual who is interested in poultry, and member-
ship in one other association is limited to local societies
of farmers. Thus, with the exception of two associations,
the membership of the Massachusetts agricultural cooperative
organizations is made up of farmers.
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In many associations the area from which individuals
may be accepted for membership is very restricted. Ordinar-
ily, this stipulation is made in order to insure an organiza-
tion of individuals who are well known to each other and who
understand each other. Some associations have in mind ef-
ficiency of operation when they limit their membership to a
small area. However, the requirement as to residence of the
prospective member may be limited to the county or the state,
as well as the vicinity of the town in v/hich the association
operates
•
The production of some specific agricultural product
is required in most marketing associations. The advantage in
this requirement is that it involves specialization. With
specialization, one can hope for efficiency in operation.
Thus, the iTashoba Apple Packing Association is interested in
apple growers and the Gape Cod Strawberry Growers' Associa-
tion is interested in strawberry growers, and a dairy asso-
ciation is interested in dairy farmers.
An important requirement in at least ten Massachu-
setts cooperatives is that a contract be signed which stipu-
lates that all of the product grown or produced by the
individual must be sold through the association except such
part as is used for home consumption. The importance of this
regulation cannot be stre33ed too much. In the first place,
the contract assures volume to the business. Secondly, it
\
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protects the interests of the group as a whole against the
individual who would sell part of his product for. high prices
on the sly, and then turn in the remainder of his produce
for sale by the association. The contract also promotes
organized selling, since the product can be sold only through
the association, although some difficulties arise in the
use of the contract, those associations which require it at
the present will continue to use the contract because it has
been generally satisfactory.
A fairly common stipulation is that a membership
fee must be paid or a definite amount of common stock must
be purchased, As explained in the chapter on financing,
funds are secured in this manner for both working and per-
manent capital,
A few purchasing associations require that the
member must be a purchaser of supplies through the associa-
tion. Here, as in the marketing associations, the desire to
handle an adequate volume of business is the underlying
motive.
The last requirement for membership which v/ill be
discussed is that of meeting the approval of the board of
directors or of a majority of the members at a meeting of
the associations. Practically every cooperative organization
in the state holds to this requirement, and for good reason.
Ordinarily the character, personality, and integrity of the
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prospective member are considered by the board of directors
or the active members in passing approval. Since the ulti-
mate control of the association is in the hands of the members,
reasonable care must be exercised in the choice of new members.
Lack of integrity, poor personality, or low moral character
in an individual make him a poor selection for the membership
of any association. If such characters do manage to get into
the membership of a cooperative organization, they cause a
disruption or dissension in the association before the lapse
of much time. An individual who cannot get along with his
neighbors is also a poor choice for an association since he
is not the type who can work with the group for a common
purpose. Thus, the requirement that an individual meet the
approval of the directors or the majority of the members is
an important factor in the success of the organization.
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Ghapter VI
MANAGEMENT
Management or control of the affairs of a coopera-
tive organization is usually thought of as being solely in
the hands of the directors or the manager. However, when
one considers that the directors are elected by the members
and that the manager is usually appointed by the board of
directors, it becomes clear that the fundamental or ultimate
control of the association rests with the membership. The
means by which the members assert this control is found in
the voting privilege, and the basis of the vote may be either
the individual member or his capital stock holdings.
In thirty-three Massachusetts associations the basis
of the voting power rests with the membership, whereas in
five organizations common stock holdings determine the rela-
tive importance of the individual's vote. ioince in one of
the latter group of associations there is an even distribu-
tion of one share of stock per member, there are in reality
only four organizations in which the "one man - one vote"
principle is not in use. The prevalence of this method of
voting speaks well for the Massachusetts cooperatives since
it has been recognized as contributory to the success of
many of the soundest cooperative associations in the country.
The obvious advantages to be gained from the "one man - one
vote" plan are a democratic basis of control and the preven-
tion of control passing into the hands of a few for selfish
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purposes
•
The Board of Directors
The task of formulating the policies of the or-
ganization i3 delegated by the members to a board of directors
or an executive committee. Another important function of the
directors is that of finding or selecting a manager who is
capable of carrying out these policies.
The number of individuals who serve in this capacity
in any one organization varies, but the average group is made
up of seven directors. The size of the organization or the
extent of the area in which it operates has a direct relation-
ship to the number of directors on the board. For instance,
the Eastern States Farmers' Exchange has one hundred and
fifteen directors, or one director for approximately two
hundred and forty members. Of course, the task of formulat-
ing policies in a large organization is necessarily more
complex than the same problem in the small association, and
the fact that there may be more directors in a large co-
operative association does not entirely alleviate the problem.
In this regard, the small organization has an obvious advan-
tage since the problems to be solved concern individuals in
one locality only, whereas the extensive operations of the
large organization involve many localities where problems
may not be similar. However, there are only four Massachu-
setts associations which may have to meet this situation.
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They are the Eastern States Farmers* Exchange, the Kew England
Milk Producers' Association, the United Cooperative Farmers,
and the United Dairy System.
The length of service of a director varies from
one to five years in different associations. Twenty-four
associations favor a one-year term, two elect for a two-
year term, eleven elect for a three-year term, and one asso-
ciation elects for a five-year term. In the cooperative
organizations where the directors serve for three years,
provision is usually made for the retirement of one third
of their number each year in order to forestall too radical
a change in policy after each annual election.
In thirty-one associations no compensation is
made to directors for their services. However, seven or-
ganizations pay either a definite per diem rate or actual
travel expenses incurred by the director each mooting day.
In one case, failure to attend a director's 1 meeting results
in a fine for the absentee. On the whole, the attendance
at directors' meetings is much more encouraging than that
at membership meetings. In only four associations the per-
centage of directors present at meetings during 1929 averaged
less than seventy per cent. Thus, it appears that the in-
dividuals who are elected to formulate the policies of the
cooperative associations take their duties more seriously
and show more concern for the organization than do the indi-
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vidual members.
It is a general practice for the directors of
the various associations to elect annually from their own
number a president, a vice-president, a treasurer and a
secretary. These officials are in closer contact with the
activities of the association and may or may not be salaried,
depending upon the amount of time they actually require to
fulfill their functions. More often, the treasurer and the
secretary in each association have more work to do than
either the president or the vice-president. In cases where
no salary is provided for an official who gives much of his
personal time to the association, the members sometimes
award him a monetary gift in appreciation of his services.
However, in proportion to the effort expended by the offi-
cials of the cooperative, the salaries which they may receive
are not too high.
The Manager
In all but seven associations, the manager is
chosen by the directors. Due to the small memberships in
the remaining associations, it is perhaps easier for the
group to select a satisfactory manager. Mo matter who makes
the final choice, however, a real problem confronts the
organization. The directors or the members are called upon
to hire an individual to carry on their business. If the
association has been in existence for a long time, the
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choice of a new manager will be made by a group which has
probably experienced the problem before. The recently
organized cooperative association, though, ha3 no previous
experience to fall back upon. Consequently, one finds that
the newer association seems to have the most trouble in find-
ing a satisfactory manager. One feature of a poor choice is
that it often proves very expensive for the cooperative or-
ganization and sometimes so expensive that the association is
virtually wrecked. The inexperienced group sometimes thinks
only of the salary cost when hiring the manager, and in so
doing it makes a great mistake. The association will find
that, in the long run, a well-paid manager is most satisfac-
tory. Of course, high salary does not always insure efficient
management, so that cooperative organizations Should assure
themselves that the prospective choice has had adequate
experience in the past. A few of the associations make a
practice of appointing one of the members to serve as manager,
but in the remaining organizations an outsider is usually
hired.
The cooperative association that handles a product
v/hich has a short selling season is particularly troubled by
the managerial problem. The association feels that a man who
works five or 3ix weeks should receive compensation on the
basis of time put in. But, experienced men insist on a
comparatively high salary because the work is of a temporary
nature. The result is that some organizations are managed
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by unqualified individuals to the disadvantage of the asso-
ciations. The "Massachusetts" type of association, however,
attempts to get along without a manager by placing more
responsibility on the shoulders of the directors. To a
certain extent, this type of association has been successful
in meeting the problem. However, the short marketing season
problem has perhaps been handled best by the Falmouth Farmers'
Cooperative Association and the Gape God Strawberry Growers'
Association in the manner discussed below.
The Falmouth Farmers' Cooperative Association
selects its manager in a manner peculiar to itself. According
to the terms of a marketing agreement with its selling agent,
the selling agent is required among other things to provide
a manager for the association to serve during the shipping
season only. The agent's selection must be approved, however,
by the organization. The compensation of this individual is
also taken care of by the agent, and the salary cost is
included in the commission charge of the agent. In the Cape
Cod Strawberry Growers' Association, the manager is appointed
by the association, but he is paid by the selling agent on
a definite commission basis as authorized by the organization.
The selling agent adds the handling charge and the manager's
commission and the total makes up the rate to be charged for
sale of the strawberries. Although at first glance the
associations seem to have a similar arrangement with their
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selling agents, a slight difference does exist between the
two plans.
The Rehoboth Farmers' Association may be cited as
a cooperative which selects its manager from the membership.
At each annual meeting, members bid for the position on the
basis of a handling charge which is to be added to the actual
cost of the farm supplies. The lowest bidder is appointed
manager for the ensuing year. In other associations, the
selections are made from the group in a manner similar to
the appointment of officers.
Thirteen cooperative organizations have not been
bothered v/ith the problem of finding a new manager for at
least ten years simply because there have been no changes
made. The present managers of four associations have served
fifteen years, while the manager of another association has
been serving in that capacity for the last twenty years. It
is evident that these cooperatives have made a point of keep-
ing the managers whose merits have been tested in actual
service.
In eight associations the managers have had only
farm experience before taking their positions. Two managers
admit that they have had no business experience prior to
their appointments. In every other case, though, the managers
have done work of a nature which has been a help to them in
fulfilling their present duties.
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The majority of the managers of the Massachusetts
cooperative organizations are paid a straight salary. The
commission basis of payment is favored by several associations
and is most common with the small purchasing organizations.
In only one case is the salary and commission plan followed.
In practically every association, the manager is
directly responsible for the successful operation of the
business. As had been inferred previously, his task involves
the carrying out of the policies formulated by the directors.
Some cooperatives, however, have implicit faith in their
managers and allow them to initiate their own policies.
This free rein has worked to the advantage of the cooperatives.
In one association, the ntwly appointed manager found that
one of the directors was running a business in competition
with the cooperative organization. The manager insisted that
the director should be dropped from the association, and his
desire was granted. The same manager insisted on the discharge
of a director v/ho was employed at the association's plant
because of constant interference with the manager. When an
association has been suffering from improper management, Some-
thing drastic must be done, as in the above case, in order to
keep the organization from going on the rocks.
The duties of the manager of the large cooperative
association are usually of an executive nature and require a
high degree of ability. He is concerned with the smooth
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functioning of the organization and the maintenance of the
good will of the members and, if he manages a marketing
association, the "trade". On the other hand, the manager of
the small association has a varied set of duties. He may be
likened to the "Jack of all trades but master of none". He
may be the purchasing agent* salesman, warehouseman, book-
keeper, and credit man all in one. The employment of adequate
assistance is an important duty of the manager of the large
or the small organization. If the association is to be
efficient, it is obvious that the manager must have the power
to hire and discharge his subordinates.
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Ghapter VII
SALES POLICIES
The efficient operation of a cooperative agri-
cultural organization is dependent, among other things,
upon the methods of handling the farm products and farm
supplies for the patrons. In Massachusetts, various methods,
in use by different associations, deserve to be analyzed.
Some of the facts which determine the choice of the method
in use by marketing associations are the nature of the product,
the attitude of patrons, the methods in use by non-cooperative
associations, and the cost of the overhead involved. Both
the buying habits of the patrons and the amount of capital
invested have an important influence on the manner in which
supplies are handled in the purchasing associations.
The most common methods of sale employed by the
cooperative marketing associations are the "purchase outright
and resale" plan, the pool, and the commission plan. The
latter type may be subdivided into the per cent and per unit
plans
•
"Purchase Outright and Resale" Plan
In Massachusetts the purchase outright and resale
plan is in use by all of the cooperative dairy associations
with the exception of the Cummington Cooperative Creamery
Association. The total value of the milk and cream handled
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in this manner amounted to ^2,819,824.71. So far as the
original purchase is concerned, the cooperative association
acts like the private milk dealer who "buys from a select
group of dairy farmers. Of the six cooperative milk plants
in Massachusetts , five make their purchases of milk and
cream on the weight and test principle, and one buys the
milk from its members on the per quart "basis. Of course
the weight and test method is the more efficient and econom-
ical plan for any cooperative dairy because it allows for a
more just basis of payment to the producer. In other words,
it pays for what it gets. The old "per quart" basis, which
was commonly used about ten years ago, does not take into
consideration variations in the grade of milk as between dif-
ferent producers. Consequently, some dairy farmers get less
and others more than their milk is worth. The tendency for
some farmers to take advantage of the per quart plan is
ever prevalent. Watery milk and shipping in dented cans
are the more common abuses. It is interesting to note that
a fundamental reason for the organization of the one asso-
ciation on the per quart basis was the change in the buying
plan of the local milk dealers and the refusal of the local
farmers to give up the old "per quart" basis of sale.
Pooling
Pooling, as practiced by cooperative associations,
maybe differentiated into three types: pooling of sales,
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pooling of both sales and expenses, and pooling of expenses.
In Massachusetts the first two types are by far the most
important, and the pooling of transportation costs, as an
example of the third type, is carried on to a much lesser
degree •
The Hew England Cranberry Sales Company and the
Eastham Farmers' Association pool the sales of their patrons
on cranberries and turnips respectively. In 1929, the value
of these products totaled &2, 761,248.85.
Sales and expenses are pooled by the ilashoba Apple
Packing Association, the Dighton Growers' Cooperative Asso-
ciation (tomatoes), the Franklin County Sheep Breeders'
Association (wool), the Cummington Cooperative Creamery
(butterfat) , the Cape Cod Strawberry Growers, Inc., and the
Falmouth Farmers* Cooperative Association (strawberries).
The value of the products handled in this manner by these
associations, in 1929, amounted to ^300,898.80.
The length of the pool period ranges from one day,
in the case of the very perishable products like strawberries,
to as long a period as is necessary to dispose of the product.
In cases where more than one variety of a product
is handled, separate pools are necessary. Also, the pools
may be subdivided according to grades and sizes, as in the
handling of apples by the ilashoba Apple Packing Association.
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Although the method of handling becomes complex by the
establishment of several differentials in the pooling of the
product, it stands to reason that the returns to the grower
are more equitable than the sales returns from a pool without
differentials based on grades, sizes, and varieties. With
a small organization like the Franklin County Sheep Breeders'
Association, in which weight of wool is the only considera-
tion in pooling, some may question the advisability of
setting up other factors from the standpoint of costs of
handling. For instance, grading of wool would mean added
expense. However, the grower of good quality wool v/ould get
a more justifiable return and the grower of poor quality
wool would get a lower return which might be no more than he
deserved. Perhaps the sole reason that the pooling by weight
is still practiced is that the total amount of wool handled
is only about seven thousand pounds. Should this amount
increase, the association would have to set up a more equitable
form of pool.
Pooling by the Uashoba Apple Packing Association
and the Franklin County Sheep Breeders 1 Association is on a
seasonal basis.
The Hew England Cranberry Sales Company pooling
plan is somewhat similar and works out in the following
manner. The general pool on "Early Blacks" runs from the
beginning of the season to November 22. If any cranberries
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of this variety have not been entered up to November 22,
they are pooled weekly thereafter. The pools on "Howes"
and on "Odd Varieties" are conducted on the same plan except
that the general pool closing dates are December 27 and
November 29 respectively. Any reserve supplies of these
varieties are handled in weekly pools. Before 1916, the
weekly pool was standard in this association, but because
of the constant dissatisfaction on the part of members, the
pool plan was changed to the present method.
Daily pools on the basis of grades are the practice
with the Gape God Strawberry Association, the Falmouth
Farmers* Cooperative Association and the Dighton Growers*
Cooperative Association.
The Eastham Farmers' Association operates four
pools on different varieties of turnips. In this association
as well as the Cummington Cooperative Creamery Company, the
pool period is one month. Weight and test of the cream are
the factors which are considered in the pool of the latter.
The Commission Plan
The handling of farm products on a commission basis
by cooperative associations is an adaptation of the handling
method in use by most of the middlemen, such as the commission
merchants and wholesale produce firms in the large city
markets. One prime difference is that the association does
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not operate for profit whereas the commission merchant
operates for the possible gain that may be had. Another
difference is that the commission rates of the produce houseB
are usually uniform, whereas the rate affixed by the co-
operative association may be higher or lower at different
times, depending upon the volume of business handled.
The total value of products handled by the co-
operative associations in this manner amounted to vi441,280.35.
The Massachusetts Duck Growers' Association is the outstand-
ing example in this group, which also includes the Women's
Marketing Association of Berkshire County (preserved and
canned fruits and vegetables), the Farmers' Cooperative
Trading Association of Hubbardston (strawberries) , the United
Cooperative Farmers, Inc. (blueberries and poultry).
Organizations which pool sales returns but not
expenses usually affix a commission charge to cover handling
expenses. The Eastham Farmers' Association pools the turnip
returns but not the asparagus returns. Nevertheless, the
same handling charge is made on both products. The New
England Cranberry Sales Company also uses the commission
method to get its expenses.
The Commission rate usually charged to members of
the Duck Association is five per cent, and this rate is in
keeping with the usual rate on poultry products in the Boston
market. The V/omen's Marketing Association of Berkshire
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County affixes a fifteen per cent charge for the handling
of its members* products. This comparatively high charge
is due to the very small volume of business done by the
association. If the sales of the association should reach
five thousand dollars per year, the rate might very easily
be brought down to five per cent, or at least half the
present charge. The members of the Hew England Cranberry
Sales Company are charged seven per cent for the selling
and handling of their cranberries. Five per cent is taken
by the American Cranberry Exchange, which is the overhead
selling organization for the Massachusetts association.
The remaining two per cent is taken by the Sales Company
to cover its own overhead expenses.
The charges made by the other associations which
operate on the commission plan run relatively much lower,
and range from one per cent to three per cent. The reason
for this low handling rate is that another agency is called
upon by the association to dispose of the product. Thus,
the Eastham Farmers* Association may arrange with a commis-
sion merchant to handle the asparagus of its members for
ten per cent, of which amount two per cent is to be remitted
to the association by the commission merchant. When the
sales are made through this other agency, the sales returns
are made direct to the individual member. In this manner
the Farmers' Cooperative Trading Association of Hubbardston
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gets one per cent for the sales of strawberries through a
Worcester commission merchant, and the United Cooperative
Farmers*, Inc. gets three per cent and two per cent respec-
tively for blueberries and poultry marketed through produce
firms in Boston and other markets.
The rate charged by the New England Cranberry-
Sales Company and the Massachusetts Duck Growers' Association
is not exactly a fixed rate. The two associations are
organized as non-profit associations and consequently attempt
to do business on as small a margin as can be consistent with
successful operation. Consequently, if at any time the asso-
ciations show smaller operating costs, the savings are passed
on to the patrons pro rata in the form of a rebate.
Another feature of the handling method of the Duck
Growers* Association is worthy of mention here. All ducklings
which are not sold to the trade from day to day are purchased
from the members by the association and placed in cold
storage. When the fresh duckling season is over, the associa-
tion draws out the frozen ducklings as needed. If, at the
close of the storage season, a loss has been sustained by the
association on the storage account, the association makes an
assessment on each member according to the total weight of
ducklings handled for him during the year, and if a profit
is shown, a rebate is made pro rata to each member. Thus,
the rebate or the assessment may make the average handling
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charge lower or higher, as the case may be.
The handling charges of the associations previously
mentioned are all on a per cent basis. The Uew England Milk
Producers' Association, however, makes its charges on the
per unit basis. A charge of two cents is made for every
hundred pounds of milk delivered by its members to dealers
who negotiate terms of sale with the association. Non-
members who take advantage of the Uew England Milk Producers*
Association service are charged one cent per hundredweight.
Thus, the charges based on a per unit plan are constant no
matter what price is secured for the product, whereas the
association doing business on a per cent plan gets more or
less, depending on the sales price of the product.
Mark-up on Purchases
In associations where purchasing of supplies is
the only or principal activity, the cost of handling in all
except one case is taken care of by a percentual mark-up as
determined by the management. The Hast Bridgewater Farmers*
Exchange places a uniform charge on each ton of merchandise
handled, regardless of the nature of the commodity. Thus,
grain or lime is handled on the flat rate basis of two
dollars per ton. Since it is difficult to compute a handling
charge which will just cover the expenses involved, most of
the associations make the rate high enough to amply cover
the costs. Then, at the close of the year, an apportionment
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of the profits is made according to the purchases of each
patron for that year, A few associations, which purchase
supplies for their members, do not make any additional
charges but sell the merchandise at cost. In these cases,
however, the purchasing of supplies is a minor activity and
the service is rendered free to the members.
Gar-Door Sales versus Warehouse Sales
The amount of capital invested by the members in
the purchasing association, the buying habits of the patrons,
and the overhead expenses involved make quite a difference
in the manner in which the supplies will be handled. If a
small amount of capital is invested, the chances are that
the association may not have warehouse facilities for the
storage of the supplies. The buying habits of the patrons
may, however, cause the association to rent facilities,
especially is the members prefer to buy supplies in small
amounts and at any time. On the other hand, the lack of
sufficient capital and the desire to cut down expenses may
be given as good reasons for the car-door plan of handling
supplies. The policy of eliminating all possible expenses
in order to augment the reductions in costs of handling
farm supplies is, however, not practicable for that exchange
which carries a rather complete line of merchandise. For
instance, a group of farmers making cooperative purchases
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of feeds, fertilizers, or seeds might be able to use the
freight car for a temporary sales place until the car is
emptied. Car-door sales involve the booking of orders in
advance — and, unless the association has a reserve to
take care of the drafts for the merchandise, the sales to
the members must be made either cash in advance or, as the
case is oftentimes, the manager must use his own funds to
cover the amount of the draft. Gar-door sales involve a
close budgeting of each farmer member's supplies because
supply orders must accrue until at least a carload is
ordered. Obviously, very little, if any, saving can be
made on the L. C. ^. purchase. Consequently, unless each
member orders enough grain to last until the next collective
order is made, the member must make his additional purchases
from some dealers in tovm at current retail prices and
perhaps must buy a different formula feed. The association
which rents or owrif facilities for the storing of feeds and
other supplies may alv/ays keep on hand supplies to care for
the needs of the individual members, so that patrons need
never run short of any particular feed. Taking of orders
for a month ahead, which is the usual procedure with the
smaller local purchasing units, necessitates a larger outlay
of money on the part of the individual purchaser at one
particular time. In other words, it may prove much easier
for the patron to make smaller purchases more often than
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once a month because smaller expend! tures do not affect the
bank account very noticeably. As a matter of fact, at least
two association managers, who ordinarily handle the feeds or
fertilizers at the car door, usually purchase merchandise on
their own account and pile it up in their own barns. Then,
if a member runs short, the manager can be accommodating and
tide the purchaser over to the next collective purchase made
by the group. However, this service is practically a personal
matter and must not be considered as part of the normal
business of the association.
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Chapter VIII
FINANCING
Permanent Capital Requirements
Permanent capital requirements of Massachusetts
cooperative associations have been met by stock issues,
certificates of indebtedness, and accumulated membership fees
and dues, depending on the type of organization such as stock
or non-stock.
Of nineteen stock organizations, fifteen secured
their permanent capital solely through issues of common
stock. The other four associations issued both common stock
and preferred stock. In every case the common stock is held
by members only, unless through death or removal of a member
from the locality the stock certificates have not been cashed
in at the association. Preferred stock is held by members
and outsiders in those associations where such stock has been
issued. Provisions have been made in the by-laws of these
four associations to the effect that the preferred stock may
be retired if the directors of the particular associations
so desire. The dividend rate on the preferred issues ranges
from five per cent to seven per cent. On common stock,
eight associations reported no limitations on the dividend
rate. Of the eight associations, only one or two ever pay
common stock dividends.
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Two non-stock associations have subsidiary organ-
izations which have been financed by stock issues. The
preferred stock is unrestricted, so that outsiders have been
able to assist in the financing. In each case, the common
stock is held by the parent organization in order to insure
an unhampered control of policy
.
To secure equitable contributions from the members
in the sale of the common stock issues, the dairy associations
have made it a practice to make each member purchase stock
according to his average patronage. Thus, each member is
expected to finance the association in proportion to the
amount of business he does through the association. One
purchasing association has followed the same plan by requir-
ing its patrons to hold stock in an amount of one-sixteenth
of the value of their annual purchases. In several stock
associations, the requirements are that one share of stock
must be purchased by a member. Shis requirement may be
compared to a membership fee in other associations. Obvious-
ly, if the value of the share is five dollars, which it
happens to be in most associations, the association must get
its permanent capital from some other source.
The non-stock type of organization has met the
permanent capital requirements through certificates of in-
debtedness, and through accumulations of membership fees and
dues, and through bank loans backed by members* notes. Only
tv/o associations depend upon certificates of indebtedness.
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One of the associations pays six per cent on the certificates
issued. In both cases, a revolving fund is maintained, so
that a more equitable contribution by members, old and new,
is insured. The remaining seventeen associations have drawn
upon members' fees or dues and have arranged for outside
loans. Where members' fees are depended upon, the association
has been found to have little or no need for permanent capital
since no fixed assets are ovmed. The associations which
negotiated loans through banks, by using notes as collateral,
have used the capital thus secured for both permanent and
working capital. A recently organized association secured
a loan through its selling agent by submitting members' notes
as collateral in order to purchase some packing equipment.
Working and Emergency Capital Requirements
Working and emergency capital requirements have
been met by utilizing some of the permanent capital funds
through bank or private loans, and by the building up of a
surplus from operations. The surplus has been an important
source for the working capital needs of most associations,
and this is as it should be. A financially sound organiza-
tion should not depend on outside loans for its working
capital. This should be contributed by the members by leav-
ing a part of the earnings in the business. Of course,
there are times when emergency capital is needed. Tien, it
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is perfectly businesslike to attempt to secure outside loans.
At such times the use of members' demand notes as collateral
is perfectly proper. One association secures its emergency
working capital by making an assessment on each member,
according to his patronage, and the amounts so taken are
credited to the members* accounts. Thus, instead of paying
interest on bank loans, the members are called upon to
provide the needed temporary funds at no cost to the associa-
tion.
The Eastern States Farmers' Exchange has worked
out a very efficient means of securing capital for its opera-
tions. Annually, field representatives take advance orders
(price unknown) from patrons for fertilizers, seed, or grain
for which the patrons sign promissory notes. The amount of
the note is equivalent to fifty cents per hundred pounds of
feed, grain or fertilizer, and two dollars per hundred pounds
of seed as specified in the order. These notes are then
discounted with the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank at
Springfield and the necessary funds thus become available.
In this case, the members indirectly finance the operations
of the association without any inconvenience to themselves
since no cash outlay is required on the advance order.
Ordinarily, advances to producers are made from
the working capital in the event that the produce remains
unsold. One association which has to face this situation
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each year gets around this problem by placing the merchandise
in a cold storage warehouse. The warehouse receipts are then
used as collateral in the borrowing of the necessary addi-
tional funds. Some cooperatives, like the dairy associations
which have to extend credit to the trade, do not make a
practice of paying the member producers upon delivery of the
unprocessed product to the association. If this was done,
the working capital would be used up in short order. However,
partial advances are sometimes made, at the discretion of the
manager, to needy members before the regular payment dates.
Production Credit
Production credit is arranged for each year by two
associations for their members. Since the manner in which
the two associations do their business is not conducive to
the accumulation of a surplus, outside agencies are called
upon to provide this seasonal credit. In both cases, the
selling agents of the associations provide the necessary
funds, which are repaid from the first returns when the
shipping season opens.
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Chapter IX
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The problem of financial analysis primarily consists
of the interpretation of summaries of financial data in order
to test the financial stability and the operating efficiency
of a business organization. These data arise in the everyday
transactions of a going business, and are in various stages
of detail. In the summarized form, they are of interest to
various groups and individuals, and one group or individual
may be interested from an entirely different standpoint than
the others. In many cases, the analysis may involve a search-
ing inquiry into details, while in others the summary con-
tains all of the required information.
Prospective creditors are concerned with the general
welfare of every business which calls upon them for the
advance of money or merchandise. Before the creditor makes
any loans or charge sales, he wants to feel certain that the
debtor's financial position is not precarious. The creditor
desires to do business with the debtor, but on the condition
that the debtor has the ability to meet his obligations.
To the stockholder, the financial analysis means
a method of determining the soundness of an investment in
an organization. The inquiry into the summaries of the
business will tell him whether the profits from his invest-
ment will be assured.
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Withln the organization, the manager is vitally-
interested in the financial analysis because it indicates
the success of the business under his guidance. He is in-
terested in the final summaries as well as the detailed
supporting schedules because he can determine from them
losses from inefficiency as well as new possibilities for
increasing the income. The financial analysis, in other
words, serves as the basis for his future policy.
Since the cooperative organization is simply one
form of business organization, one may expect that the
financial analysis of the cooperative association will have
a similar significance to that of the ordinary business
organization. For instance, the cooperative association will
probably incur debt3, the prospective stockholder or member
will v/ant to be certain of his investment and the soundness
of the business, and the management will desire s'o^e basis for
its policies as well as certain tests of its efficiency.
In order to make an analysis of a business one
must presuppose that adequate accounting records are kept
and that these records are correct. Several of the Mass-
achusetts cooperative organizations maintain clerical staffs
which are trained in the handling of financial data, but
seventeen associations employ no bookkeepers. Consequently,
the adequacy of the records in the seventeen associations
might be open to question.
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From the summaries of the accounting records, one
may compute various ratios which have significance in a
scientific financial analysis of a business organization.
Although there are several other financial relationships which
may be considered in the study of the Massachusetts cooperative
associations, the following ratios and turnovers will be
treated principally:
1. Current assets to current liabilities
or the "current ratio". Computed by
dividing the current assets by the
current liabilities. The result indi-
cates the number of dollars of current
assets per dollar of current debt. The
usual standard for this ratio is 2:1
but this may vary with the type of
business and the time of year. The
difference between the current assets
and the current liabilities is known
as the working capital.
2. Current assets minus merchandise inven-
tory to current liabilities or the
"quick ratio". Computed in the same
manner as the above except that assets
are reduced. This ratio shows the
current position in the event of a
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necessary quick settlement of debts.
3. Cash to current liabilities. Computed
by dividing the cash by the current
liabilities. This ratio shows the
extent to v/hich the current debt may
be settled by cash.
4. Met worth to total assets. Computed by
dividing the net worth by the total
assets. This ratio indicates the extent
to which the capital of the organization
has been contributed by the owners.
5. Sales to receivables. Computed by
dividing the net sales by the total
of accounts and bills receivable. The
higher the amount of sales for every
dollar still uncollected, the greater
the liquidity of receivables. A
condition of high collectivity may
offset a low current ratio.
6. Total operating expenses (including
purchases) to net sales or the operating
ratio. Computed by dividing the former
by the latter. This ratio measures the
efficiency of the business.
7. Stock turnover. Computed by dividing
-85-
total purchases by the average inven-
tory. This indicates the number of
times through the year that the stock
supply has been replenished.
Many other ratios may be determined which are of
varying degrees of importance. However, the nature of the
business usually influences the choice of ratios which will
be used in making the analysis.
Analysis of Marketing Associations
Table 10 shows the percentual relationship of
the current, fixed, and other assets to the total assets
and also the relationship of the liabilities and net worth
to the total assets for six similar dairy associations which
do a year-round business. In general, there is a wide varia-
tion in the proportions of the different types of assets in
the six associations. It will be noticed, though, that there
are certain similar relationships between two or three asso-
ciations. For instance, associations #103, #104, #105 have
almost the same proportion of fixed assets; #101 and #104
are comparable with regard to current liabilities and net
worth.
With reference to working capital, association #100
is in a more favorable position than association ttIOI. As a
matter of fact #101 is lacking in working capital, and its
management should take steps to provide some new capital.
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Uo organization can operate very successfully under such
conditions for any length of time,
A factor which has an important relationship to
the current ratio of a cooperative marketing association
is that a large part of the current liabilities is made up
of producers 1 or members* accounts payable. If the patrons
of a dairy association desire prompt payments for their milk,
the credit terms to the customers must be shortened or more
capital must be introduced into the business. If the pro-
ducers are willing to wait a longer period for their milk
checks, the current ratio need not be much higher than
1.5:1. Also a longer credit period may be allowed the
customers. By studying the ratios given below, one may test
the soundness of the current financial position of each dairy*
Table 11
Association
Current :
Ratio s
Ratio of Sales
to Receivables
#100 1.8:1 » 12.2:1
#101 0.88:1 i 8.0:1
#102 * 0.42:1^ i 15.3:1
#103 ^ 0.88:1* 20.0:1
#104 1.4:1 s 10.0:1
#105 1.9:1 s 15.2:1
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It is obvious that association #105 has the best
current position. Although the receivables in association
#103 are outstanding for the shortest period, the current
ratio is not high enough to meet the requirements. Ordin-
arily, the higher the ratio of sales to receivables or the
nearer the business approaches a cash basis, the lower the
current ratio may be. However, the current ratio should
not run below 1:1.
A study of the net worth in its relation to the
assets is also advisable. Although association #102 shows
the largest net worth and indicates a strong financial posi-
tion so far as ownership is concerned, the direction of the
capital into fixed and other assets has had a weakening
influence on the current position. Association #103 shows
a deficit equal to 1.1 per cent of its total assets and is
thus in an insolvent condition. In this case, the management
must get the members to contribute more capital if the asso-
ciation is to remain in existence.
Table 12 is especially significant in a comparative
study of the six cooperative dairies and in an analysis of
the operating efficiency of each. By adding the percentages
representing the payments to producers and total distributed
income one gets a criterion for the relative success of each
association's operations in 1929. In other words, one can
determine what the producer's average return was for the milk
-89-
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so Id through the organization. Thus, it appears that associa-
tion #105 has made the best net return to its members by
paying 74.7 cents. Association #100 made the poorest return
with a net payment of 57.5 cents. Although the balance sheet
analysis pointed out that association #103 was insolvent,
the operating statement shows a comparatively high net return
to the members. If the management had paid the producers a
slightly lower price for their milk, the association would
not have shown the loss on the operating statement. Also,
enough profit would have gone into the surplus account to
bring the association out of its insolvency.
Table 13 - includes data on three associationd
doing business of a seasonal nature. It will be noticed
that the net worth in association #220 is rather low when
compared with the net worth of any one of the cooperative
dairies. However, most Massachusetts associations which
handle a seasonal product are financed in a different manner
than the dairy associations. Consequently, one finds that
the membership liabilities run rather high. Ordinarily,
association #300 might be considered insolvent, but since it
is a cooperative association which is financed by members*
loans, the item of membership liabilities offsets the apparent
state of insolvency. Although the current ratios are 1.6:1
for association #200, 1.2:1 for association #220, and 1.3:1
for #300, they are really not too low because in each case
the business is almost on a cash basis.
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Analysis of Purchasing Associations
Table 14 presents balance sheets from the two
types of purchasing associations which operate in Massachu-
setts. Associations #601, #603, and #611 are of the type
which own or rent warehouse facilities, while the remaining
three operate on the car-door plan. Association #603 is
the only association of the six shown which has its own ware-
house facilities. The balance sheets of the remaining five
associations are so similar that it would be very difficult
to determine from the balance sheet alone whether the or-
ganization was operating on the warehouse or the car-door
plan.
In contrast to the dairy associations, the purchas-
ing associations appear to have proportionally more working
capital. The nature of the supply business, though, practical-
ly requires a larger percentage of working capital. Supplies
are purchased from various private corporations, with the
result that the accounts payable are made up of non-member
accounts. In the marketing association, the largest propor-
tion of the accounts payable consists of payables to the
producer for his product. While the producer member can wait,
if necessary, for his payments, the outside corporation insists
on settlements in ten or thirty days according to agreed
terms. Then, too, most of the carlo t purchases are made on
sight or arrival draft basis, so that in reality the purchases
Table - Current ooltians of Ttmlve Cooperative
Xtorehaelitg \eaociatiorai *
vcsociitian Current vulck Caafc
Batie Batio B&tio
5'-600 4.5 tl 4.1:1 83.5?;
#601 4.4*1 3.1:1 72.4;'
60. Bo Liabilities
#603 3:1 1.6 *X 17^1
#605 So ..dntoilitioB *
r606 2.7 Jl 2.7:1 130.5;
f
607 1.6 tl 1.6:1 26.3; >
? 60G 1.6:1 1.2 1 1 20.8;*
609 2.7 si 2.7:1 79.4'
610 2.1 il 2.1:1 119.9,:
611 7.6:1 5.7:1 73.7
t 620 Ho Liabilities
* \o of °looe of 1929 or orreopondinc fieeal year*
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by the association are made for cash. Since the local ex-
changes allow credit sales rather generally, a good part of
the working capital is absorbed into accounts receivable
from members. If the members pay up their accounts before
the current obligations of the association mature, the current
ratio does not have to be very high.
The variation in the current positions of the twelve
purchasing associations from which financial records were
secured is illustrated in table 15. It will be observed
that the current and quick ratios are the same in several
associations. This is a normal condition among the purchasing
organizations which operate on the car-door plan, because no
facilities are maintained which can hold the supplies. Asso-
ciations #605 and #620 are run on a cash basis and consequent-
ly show no liabilities. Association #602 shows no liabilities
because the members* accounts are usually paid up before the
end of the fiscal year. The comparatively strong cash position
of half of the associations listed is significant since it
means that the accounts receivable are very low and also that
the current debt is very small. However, it also signifies
that stock is getting low. With the arrival of new supplies,
the current debt will probally be increased.
A variation of the ratio of sales to receivables
may be applied very effectively to the cooperative purchasing
associations. Turnover of receivables is computed by dividing
the total receivables by the average sales for a day. In
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this computation, the approximate number of business days
in a year (310 days) is used. The result is the number of
days of uncollected business, and thus shows how leniently
the patrons are dealt with. The organization which has the
least number of days outstanding has the firmer credit policy.
Associations #606, #607, and #609 have the highest number
of days of business uncollected with 42.7, 36.9, and 39.4
days respectively. The days of business outstanding for
associations #600, #601, #603, #608, #610, and #611 range
between 20.4 and 29.6, while associations #602, #605, and
#620 show no days of uncollected business.
The operating ratio is of interest to both the
management and the member patrons of the purchasing associa-
tion. For the management, it is a test of efficiency, but
for the members, it has an inverse relationship to the net
cost of the supplies purchased. In table 16, operating
statements are shown of the six organizations previously
considered in table 14. The highest operating ratio, 99.7
per cent, is found to be in association #609. However,
two purchasing associations which are not mentioned in the
table have allowed their ratios to run as high as 101.7 per
cent and 102.1 per cent respectively. These ratios infer
poor management, and from the financial viewpoint, a loss
from operations. The lowest ratio, 95.3 per cent, is shown
by association #603, but the cost of carrying on the business
is much higher than that of any other purchasing association.
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It will be noticed that the net income for distri-
bution is higher than the net operating income in some cases.
This is due to the addition of other income such as member-
ship fees or dues, interest or rents received to the net
operating income. Whether the income will be distributed
to the patrons on a pro rata basis is a matter for the manage-
ment to decide. If the association needs additional capital,
it is possible that the earnings will not be divided. However,
if the original mark-up on the goods was made high enough
to more than allow for expenses and capital requirement, the
surplus may be distributed as a patronage dividend. Thus,
an association which charges more for its merchandise than
its cost of operations calls for has an opportunity to lower
the average net cost of the purchasing patron by means of
the patronage dividend at the close of the year»
After studying the operating statements representing
the two types of purchasing associations, one might come to
the conclusion that associations like #606, #607, and #608
are the most efficient because of the low operating costs
involved. However, associations with warehouse facilities
like #601, #603, and #611 have more services to offer and are
perhaps more satisfactory to certain individuals. Thus, the
additional operating costs of the latter type of purchasing
organizations are in a way discounted.
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Since the stock turnover represents the number of
times the average inventory is sold through the year, it
has significance only with the association that has warehouse
facilities, or with one that has a place to store supplies
which are not sold at the car-door. The rate of stock turn-
over in associations #601, #603, and #611 was found to be
21.3, 9.96, and 31.3 times respectively. Thus, the supplies
in association #611 had to be replenished about three times
more often than the stock of #603, either because the facil-
ities of #611 were too small for the volume of business done,
or because association #603 made larger purchases. Actually,
both reasons apply.
Financial Analysis as a Measure of Success
After looking into a few of the significant financial
relationships and applying them to several of the Massachusetts
cooperatives, one might conclude that a measuring stick is
available to test the relative success of a cooperative or-
ganization. However, the several ratios which have been
considered are all financial measures. There are several
other factors which may influence the success of an association.
If the organization satisfies an economic need, it may be
considered successful. For instance, before the roads around
Cummington were improved, the dairy producers had no "better
agency than the cooperative creamery to dispose of their milk.
Consequently, by manufacturing butter, the association was
able to turn a very perishable product into something that
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could be satisfactorily marketed. Soundness of the organiza-
tion from the standpoint of business set-up and legal structure
is another element in the success of an association. Member-
ship support is also an important factor. V/hether or not the
association has imporved grading and handling practices should
not be overlooked as still another essential. Thus, although
operating efficiency and financial stability are closely
related to some of the other factors just mentioned, one
cannot consider the financial analysis as the sole measure
of success for a cooperative organization.
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Chapter X
CONCLUSION
Summary
The foregoing analysis of the Massachusetts
cooperative organizations brings out several significant
facts
•
In 1929, there existed in the state six types of
cooperative business organizations which included thirteen
marketing, fifteen purchasing, five combined marketing and
purchasing, two grading, one bargaining and two service
associations
•
All but eight of the organizations are incorpor-
ated under the lav/s of Massachusetts. Seven are loose organ-
izations and one is organized under the laws of Hew Hampshire,
The total volume of business transacted by the
associations during 1929 or the corresponding fiscal period
amounted to #54,756,856.14, of which % 46 ,922,671.01 worth
represents the total business of two interstate organizations,
the Eastern States Farmers' Exchange and the New England Milk
Producers' Association.
The Massachusetts membership in the thirty-eight
associations numbered approximately 15,965 in 1929.
In the majority of associations, interest on the
part of the members is decidedly lacking.
The problem of adequate management troubles the
small marketing association principally, and especially the
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association which has a short marketing season.
Among the marketing associations, the common methods
of sale are the "purchase outright and resale" plan, the
pool, and the commission plan. Four purchasing associations
sell supplies at a warehouse, but the majority sell at the
car door.
There were nineteen stock and nineteen non-stock
associations in Massachusetts in 1929. The non-stock co-
operative organizations have met their capital requirements
through the issue of certificates of indebtedness, accumula-
tions of membership fees and dues, and bank loans backed by-
members ' notes.
The financial analyses of the balance sheets of
nine marketing associations, as of the close of 1929, showed
that the current ratios ranged from .42:1 to 1.9:1, while
the proportion of net worth to total assets in the same
associations ranged from -6.7 per cent to 75.9 per cent.
The current positions of twelve purchasing associations
ranged from a 1.6:1 ratio to a condition of no liabilities.
In a comparative study of six similar dairy associations,
the net return to producer members per dollar of sales by
the association ranged from 57.5 cents to 74.7 cents.
Limitations
Several limiting factors were encountered in the
development of this study. First, inadequate and poorly
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kept financial records were found in many associations, so
that it was practically impossible to use the financial
data of the years previous to 1929 • Second, not many similar
associations were found, with the result that satisfactory
comparative analyses for other than the dairy and the pur-
chasing associations could not be made. Third, because of
the breadth of the study, it has been necessary to avoid too
detailed an analysis of any one of the foregoing chapters.
Although several of the chapters might have been developed
into separate studies, it was essential that a general study
should be made first to serve as a background for future work.
Value of the Study
As an analysis of the cooperative activity in
Massachusetts agriculture, this study should be of value to
at least four different groups: the existing Massachusetts
cooperative organizations, the prospective cooperators, the
general public, and the future investigators of problems in
cooperation.
To the existing cooperative association, this study
may suggest additional services, more efficient methods of
operation, measures of financial stability and operating
efficiency. The association may also determine its relative
position among all Massachusetts cooperative organizations
with regard to total volume of business done.
To the group of prospective cooperators, the study
presents a classification of various types of associations
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and laws under which the several types have secured legal
existence. Of interest to the prospective cooperators, also,
are the manageral problems, and the discussion of sales and
financial policies*
To the general public, this study gives a picture
of the volume of business done cooperatively among Massachu-
setts farmers, and the types of organizations through which
the business was handled during 1929.
To the future investigators in the field of agri-
cultural cooperation in Massachusetts, the value of this study
is in the foundation which is set for further analysis of
the elements considered in each chapter.
Suggestions for Further Investigation
For further investigation in the field of agricul-
tural cooperation in Massachusetts, studies should be made of
accounting set-ups, grading and standardization problems,
and the need for an overhead sales agency to serve the
interests of the small marketing associations. These sug-
gestions have arisen from conditions observed in the field,
from discussions with managers and other officials of the
cooperative associations, and in the development of this study,
A study of the accounting set-ups should be made
with a view toward the improvement of the accounting systems
now in existence among the small organizations. The require-
ments of a serviceable system should be determined. Financial
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analysis of each cooperative association could then be
presented as a means of educating the management in the
interpretation of the summaries of financial data during
the year and from year to year.
An analysis of grading and standardization problems
would be useful to cooperative marketing associations. The
purpose of a study of this nature should be to develop the
essentials of a practical system of grades and standards
from the standpoint of the producer and that of the "trade".
A study of the need for an overhead sales agency
to serve the interests of the small cooperative marketing
organizations should be made from the standpoint of unethical
practices of commission merchants or other agencies through
which the products of the cooperative associations are sold,
and also from the standpoint of possible economies which may
result from the operation of a cooperative sales agency.
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APPEKDIX
The following forms are samples of those used by
the writer in the investigation of the Massachusetts co-
operative associations, and were supplied by the Federal Farm
Board
•
STATE
ASSOCIATION NUMBER
_
DATE
Record taken "by
Record given by
Association Name
Address
Manager
Address
President
Address
Vice-president
Address
Secretary
Address
Treasurer
Addre s s
Purpose of this association?
Important commodities handled:
Briefly describe present set-up, organization and type of
"business:
, i
,
Date of incorporation — , Law under which
incorporated -— ——.—
Date of starting business
Changes in legal set-up since first incorporation (if
association has been reorganized, give names of each organi-
zation, dates of, and reasons for reorganizations) _
Training and experience of managers
Years manager of this association:
3OFFICERS
Term of
Office
Time worked
last year Compensation
presicent
Vice-pres ident
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors ( )
EMPLOYEES
Type of work
Months
employed
last
year
Monthly
salary
Total
salary
t
Bonus or
other profit-
How sharing
chosen ; arrangement
Manager
IMPORTAM1 FARM PRODUCTS AMD FAEM SUPPLIES HANDLED
LAST YEAR
Important
farm
products
handled
for patrons
Quantity ;
Amount of sales
Unit
Mo.
of
:
units Value :
total sales
of farm
products
Total : 100$
Important
classes
•
of farm supplies
sold
to patrons
Quantity-
Amount of sales
Value
, Per cent of
; total sales
of farm
:
suppliesUnit
Mo.
: of
units
Changes made or planned in farm
farm supplies sold to patrons
;
5 -
products handled for and in
(give date and reasons)
PLAN 0? HANDLING- FARM PRODUCTS FOR PATRONS
:Value or per cent of value of products handled in
:__ each way
Purchase
outright
and resell
Pool
Commi
Per unit
"basis
ssion
Per cent
basis
Total
Member
Non-members
Total
If farm products are pooled give duration, method of determ-
ining grade differentials and other important details of method
of/ pooling: ,
Changes made or planned in plan of handling farm products
for patrons J (give dates and reasons)
#S535
MARKETING SERVICES PERFORMED BY ASSOCIATION ON EACH IMPORTANT FARM
PRODUCT HANDLED
service Products on which each service was performed
Grading
Packing
Storing
Changes made or planned in marketing services: (give dates and reasons)
TO WHOM ASSOCIATION SELLS FARM PRODUCTS OF PATRONS
Value or per
cent of total
F.O.J, or
delivered Remarks :-
Sold outright to:
Jobbers
Wholesalers
Retailers
Consumers
Sold on commission
- 7 -
Changes made or planned in agencies to whom products are sold
(give reasons)
,
-
CREDIT POLICY ON SALES OF FARM SUPPLIES
Discount for cash or charge
for credit
(give rate and method)
Interest on
accounts
Members
Non-members
Time limit days days
Give differences, if any, in credit terms on large and on
small purchases
Give differences, if any, in credit terms to good risks and
to doubtful risks
Changes in credit policy made or planned: (give dates, results,
and reasons)
CASH A15D CREDIT SALES OF FARM SUPPLIES LAST YEAR
Value or per cent of total value
Cash
Credit
ii & it
Additional services performed by association for patrons:
INTEREST OR DIVIDEND PAYMENTS SINCE START OF BUSINESS
Years in which
made and rate of payment
Interest on
certificates
Dividends on stock
paid in cash
Dividends on stock
paid in stock
Patronage dividends
paid in cash
Patronage dividends
paid in stock
BUSINESS DONE WITH MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS LAST YEAR
Farm products handled Farm supplies sold
Number Value or
°^ :per cent of
patrons 'total value
Number
of
patrons
Value or
per cent of
total value
Members
Non-members
Total
Changes in proportion of business with members: (give date and reasons)
- 9 -
PROPORTION OF COMMUNITY BUSINESS DONE BY THIS ASSOCIATION
Marketing of
important
ia.rm products
Value or oer cent of total value by each afrencv
This
association
Other
cooperatives
Private
dealers
Total
^! 1 pp a*F t Tnr»A>, 'l"_.
ant classes of
"f*^T*m Qiirm 1 t ties
-L CiJ. 1U DU.UUJ.lCO
X X : X
Total
What are the requirements for membership?
If a ncn-?t.->ck association, are the property r::.ghts of members
equal or unequal? If unequal, on what are they based?
Limitations, if any, on stock ownership?
Limitations,, if any, on rate of dividend on stock?
- 10 -
Can stock be purchased by members on partial payment plan?
If so, give termsl
M3MBSRS AND PATRONS
Year
M
Patrons
p.mbers.
Not
patrons Total
Non-
;
member
patrons
Total
patrons
1930
1939
192S
1927
1926
1925
Is voting allowed by proxy?
give conditions)
By mail? -(If so,
Is each, member limited to 1 vote? If not, explain:
Accounting system: Adequacy? By whom are accounts kept?
Outside Audit in 19.
Outside audit in 19
Outside audit in 19_
By.
By.
By.
- 11 -
Does this association require contracts?
Contracts in force last year
Per cent deliveries of contracts in force
Cancellation period
Cancellations last period
Difficulties with contracts - breaches, etc.:
Changes made or planned in use of contractsi (give dates and reasons)
Meetings of directors held last year?
Average attendance
Membership meetings held last year with attendance of each?
Important advantages of this association:
Important disadvantages or weaknesses:
Obtain and include with this report, if available, copy oft
1. Certificate of incorporation ( ).
2. By-laws ( ).
3. Contract ( ).
#gfl41 6/S/3O
BALANCE SHEET ITEMS AS OF LAST AVAILABLE
BALANCE SHEET 19
1. Accounts Receivable
Number of outstanding accounts Total Amount $.
Period
' Total accounts
outstanding receiva'ble
TVmbtfnl accounts
Value or percent of total value
Over 12 months
6 to 12 months
1 to 6 months
Less than 1
month
Total
Method of collecting accounts:
2. Notes Receivable
Number of notes Total Amount $.
Amount of doubtful notes Usual duration of
notes
payment.
Average times renewed before final
Rate of interest
3« Inventory of Merchandise (List important classes of goods
with approximate proportion of each)
Classes of goods
Approximate
value
Per cent of value
of total inventory
-2-
#85^2
U. Investments (llature and estimated value)
5- Office Equipment (List and describe important items)
>
6. Delivery Equipment (List and describe)
7» Warehouse Equipment (Lisjt and describe important items)
#85^3
8. Buildings, including construction (List and describe)
9. Land
Amount and location
Approximate present saleable value of land and buildings
without equipment
, $
10. Uotes Payable
Amount
Rate of
held by interest Security given
$
11. Mortgage (Describe important points)
#85^
12. Members Finance
Certificates Stock
of of
indebtedness ' interest Common Preferred
Par value of shares X : X •p *
Total amount out-
standing $ :$ $ $
Number of producer
holders
Number of non-
producer holders
Years in rotation X X
Amount due in:
1930 "Vs\ X
1931 X X
1932 X X
1933 X X
I93U X X
1935 X X
1
1
Membership Contr ibut ions
At time of
.joining
Annually
Dues
and
fees
Certif Icats
of
indebtedness
Certificate
of
interest
Stock
Common
Pre-
•fei rod
COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS
BALANCE SHEET
OF
Date. 19.
ASSETS
1. CURRENT ASSETS:
2. Cash in bank and on hand
3. Accounts receivable, trade
4. Less allowance for bad accounts
5. Net trade accounts receivable
6. Accounts receivable, other
7. Notes receivable
8. Less notes receivable discounted
9. Notes receivable, net
10. Merchandise inventory
11. Accrued income
12.
13.
14. Total Current Assets
15. DEFERRED CHARGES TO OPERATIONS:
1 6 . Supplies inventory
17. Insurance prepaid
18 -'-
19
20. Total Deferred Charges to Operations...
21. DEFERRED ORGANIZATION EXPENSE
22. INVESTMENTS IN RELATED COMPANIES.
23
24. FIXED ASSETS:
25. Office equipment
Less allowance for depreciation. . .
Office equipment, net
Delivery equipment
Less allowance for depreciation
. . .
Delivery equipment, net
Warehouse equipment
Less allowance for depreciation
.
.
Warehouse equipment, net
Buildings
Less allowance for depreciation
. .
.
Buildings, net
Land
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38. Total Fixed Assets.
39. TOTAL ASSETS
-%
-%
-%
-%
-%
%
100%
LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable
Notes payable to trade creditors
Notes payable to bank, unsecured
Notes payable to bank, collateral demand notes"
Interest expense accrued
Taxes accrued
Total Current Liabilities
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
FIXED LIABILITIES:
Mortgages payable
Unsecured long term loans
.
Total Fixed Liabilities
MEMBERSHIP LIABILITIES:
Certificates of indebtedness, outstanding.
Deductions for certificates, to be issued . .
.
Total Membership Liabilities.
NET WORTH:
Capital stock, preferred, outstanding
.
Capital stock, common, outstanding.
Certificates of interest, outstanding.
.
Reserve for contingencies
Surplus
.
32. Total Net Worth
33. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH.
* Note.—Total demand notes of members held, $..
16—00
Assets:
1. Includes all assets which are normally to be converted into cash within a period of one year in
the ordinary course of business.
2. All bank deposits. Cash and checks in the safe or till. Cash in transit between offices. Petty
cash funds.
3. Open book accounts arising only through sale of merchandise.
4. An adequate estimate of the amount of probable uncollectible accounts included in 3.
5. Deduc,t 4 from 3.
6. Open book accounts arising through any circumstances except sale of merchandise. Include no
doubtful accounts.
7. All notes, trade acceptances, or bankers' acceptances which the association holds in satisfaction
of accounts due it, including any discounted at the bank with the association's indorsement. Enter
notes of doubtful value separately under 12 or 13.
8. All notes or acceptances signed by others which the association has discounted bearing its
indorsement.
9. Deduct 8 from 7.
10. All merchandise purchased for resale, whether paid for or not. Value at cost or market, which-
ever is lower.
1 1
.
Any items of income accrued in favor of the association, such as interest accrued on notes
receivable not yet due or on savings bank account, or rent accrued on property let to others.
12-13. Any other current assets (see 1) not provided for above, such as temporary investments in
certificates of indebtedness of other associations or other readily marketable securities, or goods in ship-
ment for which payment has not yet been received.
14. Total of 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.
15. Includes all services which have not been received and supplies which have not been used up,
but for which payment has been made in advance.
16. Stationery, postage stamps, oil, gasoline and grease, waste, car-lining materials, sacks or
containers, and other supplies not held for sale.
17. The share of insurance premiums paid proportionate to the share of time which the policies have
yet to run.
18-19. Any other deferred charges to operations (see 15) such as interest prepaid on notes payable.
20. Total of 16, 17, 18, and 19.
21. Expenses of organization or obtaining new members, the benefits of which will last over a long
enough period to justify carrying the expenditure involved as an asset to be gradually written off as
expense.
22. Permanent investments in securities of other companies whose business is related to your own,
such as stock in a central association. If it represents a major share of the ownership of any other
company, a similar balance sheet should be made out for each company so owned, and a consolidated
balance sheet should be prepared.
23. Any assets not classifiable under any of the other asset headings. List details here:
24. Includes all assets of a relatively permanent and tangible nature.
25. The cost value, including freight or truckage and installation expense, of any movable office
equipment owned, such as safe, desks, chairs, typewriters, and calculating machines.
26. A liberal deduction for loss in value due to wear and tear.
27. Deduct 26 from 25.
28. Cost value of autos, horses and wagons, and accessories owned and used for delivery purposes
29. See 26.
30. Deduct 29 froni 28.
31. Cost value, including transportation charges and installation expense, of warehouse equipment
owned, such as trucks, scales, and machinery of various kinds.
32. See 26.
33. Deduct 32 from 31.
34. Cost of all buildings owned for whatever purpose used.
35. See 26.
36. Deduct 35 from 34.
37. Cost of all land owned.
38. Total of 27, 30, 33, 36, and 37.
39. Total of 14, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 38. In the column for percentages show what percentage each
of these items is of the total, which equals 100%; this is to help to show how the association's money
is invested in assets.
Liabilities and Net Worth:
1. This includes all short term liabilities which become due within one year.
2. Debts of the association which are represented only by open book accounts for merchandise
purchased for resale.
3. Notes signed by the association or drafts accepted by the association in payment for goods pur-
chased for resale.
4. Notes signed by the association and given to banks for borrowings, not secured by collateral.
5. Notes signed by the association and given to banks for borrowings, secured by demand notes of
members received by the association for that purpose. In the footnote indicated by the asterisk (*) state
the total face value of such demand notes of members held for that purpose, whether actually so used
at present or not.
6. Liabilities to the holders of the association's interest-bearing notes or mortgages on account of
interest accrued but not yet payable.
7. An estimate of the amount of income or other taxes which is chargeable to the operations of the
period ending at the date of this balance sheet.
8-13. Any other current liabilities (see 1) such as wages earned but not paid, dividends declared, or
interest accrued on Certificates of Indebtedness.
14. Total of 2 to 13.
15. Includes liabilities of duration of more than one year to others than members.
16. Mortgages on real estate or other property owned by the association.
17. Long term borrowings not secured by mortgages.
18. Any other fixed liability (see 15).
19. Total of 16, 17, and 18.
20. Includes all capital represented by long term obligations to members.
21. Face value of Certificates of Indebtedness issued to members and outstanding.
22. Amount deducted from accounts due members for which Certificates of Indebtedness are to be
issued.
23. Any other membership liabilities (see 20).
24. Total of 21, 22, and 23.
25. The owners' share in the assets of the association over and above any interest in the assets
represented by Certificates of Indebtedness or Certificates of Interest.
26. Par value of preferred capital stock issued and outstanding.
27. Par value of common capital stock issued and outstanding.
28. Face value of Certificates of Interest issued to members and outstanding.
29. The amount of capital reserved to cover any extraordinary losses not due to the ordinary
operations of the association.
30. Any other items of net worth (see 25) not enumerated.
31. Unapportioned income which may be divided later.
32. Total of 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31.
33. Total of 14, 19, 24, and 32. If all entries have been properly made, this total should equal 39
on the assets side. In the column for percentages show what percentage each of these items is of the
total, which equals 100%; this is to show the sources of capital used by the association. ie—m
COOPERATIVE SELLING ASSOCIATIONS
OPERATING STATEMENT
Year ending , 19..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
Gross Sales of Produce
Less: Allowance to customers.
Icing and freight out. . .
.
NET SALES
Manager's salary
Wages of labor
Office salaries
Total Salaries and Wages.
Rent of land and buildings.
.
Depreciation of buildings. . .
Insurance on buildings
Repairs of buildings
Taxes on land and buildings.
Total Real Estate Expense. .
Insurance on merchandise
Inspection expense
Demurrage
Packing supplies and materials.
Depreciation of equipment
Repairs of equipment
Office supplies and postage
Telephone and telegraph
Heat, light, power, and water.
.
Bank exchange
Employer's liability insurance.
Fidelity insurance
General taxes and licenses
Traveling expense
Commissions and brokerage. .
.
Losses from bad debts
Legal expense
Interest on borrowed capital .
.
100%
Total Office and General Expense
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
NET RETURNS FROM OPERATIONS
PAYMENTS TO MEMBERS FOR PRODUCE
Balance due Members from Operations
Membership fees
Annual dues
Interest income
Total Other Income
NET INCOME FOR DISTRIBUTION...
Disposition of net income:
Interest on certificates of indebtedness.
Dividends on capital stock
Patronage dividend
Distributed to members on other basis
.
Carried to reserve for contingencies. . .
Certificates of indebtedness issued
Certificates of interest issued
Total Distributed Income
Undivided Surplus
-%
-%
-%
-%
-%
-%
1. Total billed price of produce sold.
2. Amount of allowances granted to customers on account of damaged goods or other claims.
3. Charges for icing and freight when paid by the association.
4. Deduct the total of 2 and 3 from 1.
5. Amount paid the manager for his services, exclusive of expenses (such as traveling) paid for him.
6. Total amount paid for labor other than clerical work.
7. Total amount paid for clerical work.
8. Other wages and salaries.
9. Total of 5, 6, 7, and 8.
10. The amount paid as rent for all lands and buildings used by the association.
11. If the buildings are owned instead of rented, a liberal estimate of the decrease in value due to wear
and tear during the year.
12. The share of the premiums for fire and storm insurance on buildings paid for the current year
only; do not include premiums paid for insurance covering any other period.
13. The cost of all repairs to the buildings owned by the association; do not include additions or
improvements in this item.
14. All taxes assessed or estimated to be assessed for the current year on land and buildings owned
by the association.
15. Any other expense of maintaining the land and buildings of the association.
16. The total of 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.
1 7. Premiums paid for fire insurance on merchandise.
18. Cost of inspection of condition of shipments, at both shipping and terminal points. If done by
employees of the association, include both salary and expenses of the inspectors.
19. Railroad charges for demurrage alone; do not include this in 3 as freight.
20. All materials used in preparing the product and cars for shipment, such as car linings and timber
for bulkheads.
21. A liberal estimate for decrease in value of equipment, such as machinery, tools, and furniture, on
account of wear and tear during the year.
22. The cost of all repairs to the equipment; do not include additions or improvements in this item.
23. Cost of all office supplies, such as stationery, twine, miscellaneous supplies, and postage, used
during the period.
24. Total charges for telephone and telegraph service.
25. Cost of heating and power and charges for water and lighting service.
20. Charges for collection of drafts and out-of-town checks. Do not include protest fees, which
should be entered separately, or interest on borrowed capital, which should be entered under 34.
27. Premium paid for liability insurance and estimate of additional amount yet to be paid for the
current period.
28. Premiums paid for bonds on officers of the association.
29. Taxes on personal property, on the association as a corporation, and licenses paid to the State.
30. Expenses incurred by employees in traveling for the association.
31. Total amount paid to brokers and commission men for selling produce of the association.
32. Amount of accounts receivable uncollectible or estimated to be uncollectible.
33. Cost of legal advice and services.
34. The amount of interest incurred for the use of borrowed capital during the year.
35. 36, and 37. Any other expenses incurred in the normal operation of the business, with the larger
tems stated separately.
38. Total of items 17 to 37, inclusive.
39. Totals of items 9, 16, and 38. This is the total cost of doing business.
40. Deduct 39 from 4.
41. The total amount paid members for their produce during the season.
42. Deduct 41 from 40. This is the net amount due members from sales of produce after deducting
operating expenses and the amount already paid to members for their produce.
43. Amount paid the association by new members for the privilege of joining the association.
44. Amount of annual dues paid the association by its members.
45. Interest earned on accounts or notes receivable or money loaned to others during the period.
46. Any other items of miscellaneous income to the association.
47. Total of 43, 44, 45, and 46.
48. Total of 42 and 47. This is the net amount available to pay interest on Certificates of Indebt-
edness, dividends on stock or patronage basis, to provide a reserve for contingencies, or to be kept in the
association as an operating fund represented by Certificates of Interest or Certificates of Indebtedness.
49. Interest accrued on Certificates of Indebtedness during the year.
50. Dividend declared on capital stock.
51. Patronage dividend declared.
52. Amount distributed to members on any basis other than in 49, 50, and 51.
53. Amount set up as a reserve for unexpected losses, which are not part of the regular operating
expensos of the association.
54. The face value of Certificates of Indebtedness issued against deductions from payments to members
on this year's business, and the amount of deductions against which Certificates will later be issued.
55. The face value of Certificates of Interest issued against the income from the business of the
current year.
56. Total of 49 to 55, inclusive.
57. Deduct 56 from 48. This is the amount to be carried over to be distributed during the following
year.
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COOPERATIVE PURCHASING ASSOCIATIONS
OPERATING STATEMENT
Year ending.. ... 19..
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
67.
68.
59.
60.
Gross Sales
Less: Returns and Allowances
Cash Discounts Allowed
NET SALES
Merchandise Inventory at Beginning. .
.
Merchandise Purchases S-
Freight, Express, and Cartage Inward —
-
Gross Cost of Purchases
Less: Returns and Allowances
Cash Discounts Received.
Net Cost of Purchases
Cost of Merchandise Handled
Merchandise Inventory at End
COST OF MERCHANDISE SOLD
GROSS MARGIN
Manager's Salary
Wages of Labor
Office Salaries
Total Salaries and Wages. . .
.
Rent of Land and Buildings . .
Depreciation of Buildings
Repairs of Buildings
Insurance on Buildings
Taxes on Land and Buildings
.
Total Real Estate Expense ..
.
Demurrage
Insurance on Merchandise
Depreciation of Equipment
Repairs to Equipment
Warehouse Supplies
Heat, Light, Power, and Water
.
Telephone and Telegraph
Office Supplies and Postage ....
Delivery Expense
Loss from Bad Debts
General Taxes and Licenses. . .
Interest on Borrowed Capital.
Total Office and General Expense.
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
NET OPERATING INCOME
Membership Fees
Annual Dues
Interest Income
Total Other Income
NET INCOME FOR DISTRIBUTION.
.
.
Disposition of Net Income:
Interest on Certificates of Indebtedness
Dividends on Capital Stock
Patronage Dividend
Carried to Reserve for Contingencies . .
Certificates of Indebtedness Issued
Certificates of Interest Issued
Total Distributed Income
Undivided Surplus
1
. Total sales of merchandise at billed price.
2. Amount of allowances made to purchasers on account of damaged goods or quantity purchases or goods
returned.
3. Amount of discounts allowed to purchasers for prompt payment.
4. Deduct the total of 2 and 3 from 1.
5. Inventory of merchandise on hand at the beginning of the year, valued at cost or market price, which-
ever is lower. Do not include merchandise held on consignment.
G. Billed cost of merchandise purchased during the year.
7. Cost of getting merchandise purchased to the warehouse by freight, express, or hauling.
8. Total of 6 and 7.
9. Amount of allowances received on purchases for damaged or returned goods.
10. Amount of discounts received on purchases of merchandise for prompt payment.
11. Deduct the total of 9 and 10 from 8.
12. Total of 5 and 11.
13. Inventory of merchandise on band at end of year, valued at cost or market price, whichever is lower.
Do not include merchandise held on consignment.
14. Deduct 13 from 12. This is the net cost of the merchandise which has been sold during the year.
15. Deduct 14 from 4. This is the margin allowed out of which expenses must be paid and income derived.
16. Amount paid the manager for his services, exclusive of expenses (such as traveling) paid for him.
17. Total amount paid for labor.
18. Total amount paid for clerical work.
19. Other wages and salaries.
20. Total of 16, 17, 18, and 19.
21. The amount paid as rent for all lands and buildings used by the association.
22. If the buildings are owned instead of rented, a liberal estimate of the decrease in value due to wear
and tear during the year.
23. The cost of all repairs to the buildings owned by the association ; do not include additions or improve-
ments in this item.
24. The share of the premiums for fire and storm insurance on the buildings paid for the current year only;
do not include premiums paid for insurance covering any other period.
25. All taxes assessed or estimated to be assessed for the current year on land and buildings owned by the
association.
26. Any other expense of maintaining the land and buildings of the association.
27. The total of 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.
2S. Railroad charges for demurrage alone; do not include this in item 7 as freight.
29. Premiums paid for fire insurance on merchandise.
30. A liberal estimate of decrease in value of equipment, such as machinery, tools, and furniture on account
of wear and tear during the year.
31. The cost of all repairs to the equipment; do not include additions or improvements in this item.
32. Cost of all warehouse supplies, such as sacks and twine, used during the period.
33. Cost of heating and power, and charges for water and lighting service.
34. Charges for telephone and telegraph service.
35. Cost of all office supplies, such as stationery, twine, miscellaneous supplies, and postage used during
the period.
36. Upkeep and depreciation of auto or horses and wagon used for delivery, or cost of delivery service if
hired.
37. Amount of accounts receivable uncollectible or estimated to be uncollectible.
38. Taxes on personal property or on the association, and licenses paid to the State.
39. The amount of interest incurred for the use of borrowed capital during the year.
40. 41, 42, and 43. Any other expenses incurred in the normal operations of the business, with the larger
items stated separately.
44. Total of 2S to 43, inclusive.
45. Total of 20, 27, and 44.
46. Deduct 45 from 15. This is the net amount due to members from the sale of merchandise after
deducting the cost of the merchandise and all operating expenses.
47. Amount paid the association by new members for the privilege of joining the association.
48. Amount of annual dues paid the association by its members.
49. Interest earned on accounts or notes receivable or money loaned to others during the period.
50. Any other items of miscellaneous income to the association.
51. Total of 47, 48, 49, and 50.
52. Total of 46 and 51. This is the net amount available to pay interest on Certificates of Indebtedness,
dividends on stock or patronage basis, to provide a reserve for contingencies, or to be kept in the association
as an operating fund represented by Certificates of Interest or Certificates of Indebtedness.
53. Interest accrued on Certificates of Indebtedness during the year.
54. Dividends declared on capital stock.
55. Patronage dividend declared.
56. Amount set up as a reserve for unexpected losses which are not part of the regular operating expenses
of the association.
57. The face value of Certificates of Indebtedness issued or to be issued to members for this year's business.
58. The face value of Certificates of Interest issued against the income from business of the current year.
59. Total of 53 to 58, inclusive.
60. Deduct 59 from 52. This is the amount to be carried over to be distributed during the following
year.
COOPERATIVE PURCHASING AND SELLING ASSOCIATIONS
OPERATING STATEMENT
Year ending , 19..
Gross Sales op Produce
Loss: Allowances to customers
Icing and freight out
NET SALES OF PRODUCE
PAYMENTS TO MEMBERS FOR PRODUCE.
( % of net sales of produce)
GROSS MARGIN ON PRODUCE
Gross Sales of Supplies
Less: Returns and allowances
Cash discounts allowed
NET SALES OF SUPPLIES
Supplies inventory at beginning.
Purchases of supplies
Freight, express, and cartage
Gross cost of purchases
Less: Returns and allowances.
Cash discounts received.
Net cost of purchases
Cost of supplies handled
Supplies inventory at end
COST OF SUPPLIES SOLD
( % of net sales of supplies)
GROSS MARGIN ON SUPPLIES
TOTAL GROSS MARGIN
Manager's salary
Wages of labor ,
Office salaries
Total Salaries and Wages..
Rent of land and buildings..
.
Depreciation of buildings. . .
.
Repairs of buildings
Insurance on buildings
Taxes on land and buildings.
Total Real Estate Expense...
Depreciation of equipment
Repairs of equipment
Insurance on merchandise
Warehouse and loading supplies,
Demurrage
Inspection expense
Heat, light, power, and water. .
.
Telephone and telegraph
Office supplies and postage
Bank exchange
Traveling expense
Commissions and brokerage
Loss from bad debts
Legal expense
General taxes and licenses
Interest on borrowed capital
Total Office and General Expense.
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
NET OPERATING INCOME
Membership fees
Annual dues
Interest income
Total Other Income
NET INCOME FOR DISTRIBUTION . .
.
Disposition of net income:
Interest on certificates of indebtedness.
Dividend on capital stock
Patronage dividend
Carried to reserve for contingencies. . . .
Certificates of indebtedness issued
Certificates of interest issued
Total Distributed Income
Undivided Surplus
-%
-%
-%
1. Total sales of produce at billed price.
2. Amount of allowances made to purchasers on account of damaged produce or other claims.
3. Cost of icing cars and freight to destination if paid by the association.
4. Deduct tho total of 2 and 3 from 1.
5. The amount paid to members for the produce sold for them. Show in tho space provided what per-
centage this item is of item 4.
6. Deduct 5 from 4.
7. Total sales of merchandise at billed price.
S. Amount of allowances made to purchasers on account of damaged goods or quantity purchases or
goods returned.
9. Amount of discounts allowed to purchasers for prompt payment.
10. Deduct the total of S and from 7.
H. Inventory of merchandise on hand at the beginning of tho year, valued at cost or market price,
whichever is lower. Do not include merchandise held on consignment.
12. Billed cost of merchandise purchased during the year.
13. Cost of getting merchandise purchased to the warehouse by freight, express, or hauling.
14. Total of 12 and 13.
15. Amount of allowances received on purchases for damaged or returned goods.
16. Amount of discounts received for prompt payment on purchases of merchandise.
17. Deduct the total of 15 and 16 from 14.
18. Total of 11 and 17.
19. Inventory and merchandise on hand at end of year, valued at cost or market price, whichever is lower.
Do not include merchandise held on consignment.
20. Deduct 19 from IS. This is the net cost of the merchandise which has been sold during the year.
Show in the space provided what percentage this item is of item 10.
21. Deduct 20 from 10.
22. Total of G and 21. This is tho margin allowed out of which expenses must bo paid, reserves set
up, and working capital accumulated.
23. Amount paid the manager for his services, exclusive of expenses (such as traveling) paid for him.
24. Total amount paid for labor.
25. Total amount paid for clerical work.
26. Other wages and salaries.
27. Total of 23. 24, 25, and 26.
28. The amount paid as rent for all lands and buildings used by the association.
29. If the buildings are owned instead of rented, a liberal estimate of the decrease in value due to wear
and tear during the year.
30. The cost of all repairs to the buildings owned by the association; do not include additions or
improvements in this item.
31. The share of the premiums for firo and storm insurance on the buildings paid for the current year
only; do not include premiums paid for insurance covering any other period.
32. All taxes assessed or estimated to be assessed for the current year on land and buildings owned by
the association.
33. Any other expense of maintaining the land and buildings of the association.
34. The total of 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33.
35. A liberal estimate for decrease in value of equipment, such as machinery, tools, and furniture.
30. The cost of all repairs to the equipment; do not include additions or improvements in this item.
37. Premiums paid for fire insurance on merchandise.
38. The cost of all warehouse and loading supplies, such as sacks and twine, lumber and paper for car-
lining, and bulkheads, used during the year.
39. Railroad charges for demurrage alone; do not include this in item 3 as freight.
40. Cost of inspecting produce at shipping or terminal points. If done by the employees of the associa-
tion, their salaries and expenses.
41. Cost of heating and power, and charges for water and lighting service.
42. Charges for telephone and telegraph service.
43. Cost of all office supplies, such as stationery, twine, miscellaneous supplies, and postage, used during
the period.
44. Charges for collection of drafts and out-of-town checks. Do not include interest on borrowed capital
which should go under 50, or protest fees which should be entered separately.
45. Total expenses of employees when traveling in the interests of the association.
46. Amount of commissions and brokerage fees paid by the association for handling the sale of its produce.
47. Amount of accounts receivable uncollectible or estimated to be uncollectible.
48. Amount paid for legal advice and services.
49. Taxes on personal property or on the association, and license fees paid to the State.
50. The amount of interest incurred for the use of borrowed capital during the year.
51. 52, 53, 54. Any other expenses incurred in the normal operations of the business, with the larger items
stated separately.
55. Total of 35 to 54, inclusive.
5G. Total of 27, 34, and 55.
57. Deduct 56 from 22. Tins is the net amount due to members after deducting the cost of the
merchandise, all operating expenses, and the amount already paid to members.
58. Amount paid the association by new members for the privilege of joining the association.
59. Amount of annual dues paid the association by its members.
60. Interest earned on accounts or notes receivable or money loaned to others during the period.
61. Any other items of miscellaneous income to the association.
62. Total of 58, 59, 60, and 61.
63. Total of 57 and 62. This is the net amount available to pay interest on Certificates of Indebtedness,
dividends on stock or patronage basis, to provide a reserve for contingencies, or to be kept in the association
as an operating fund represented by Certificates of Interest or Certificates of Indebtedness.
64. Interest accrued on Certificates of Indebtedness during the year.
65. Dividends declared on capital stock.
66. Patronage dividend declared.
67. Amount set up as a reserve for unexpected losses which are not part of the regular operating expenses
of tho association.
68. The face value of Certificate of Indebtedness issued ogainst deductions from payments to members on
this year's business, and tho amount of deductions against which Certificates will later be issued.
69. Tho face value of Certificates of Interest issued against the income from the business of tho current
year.
70. Total of 64 to 69, inclusive.
71. Deduct 70 from 63. This is the amount to be carried over to be distributed during the following
year.
In the column, for percentages enter tho percentage which each item is of the total of items 4 and 10.
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